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MESSAGE FROM THE EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

T

Technologies for IoT

he growth in recent years of the Internet of Things (IoT) has
been extraordinary. The global market size of IoT was estimated to be $486.5 billion in 2013, and is projected to reach
over $1710 billion in 2019.1 Other less quantitative indicators also
highlight the importance of IoT to global commerce. For example,
many corporations, large and small, are devoting entire divisions
and business units to IoT. An Internet search on the term “vice
president of IoT” yields companies such as Visa, Microsoft, Cisco,
Schindler, and VMWare, just to name a few. Additionally, new
IoT applications are constantly appearing: smart cities are getting
smarter, cars are incorporating new features, and the health and
fitness market is mushrooming as more capabilities are added to
wearables and more medical devices, such as pill dispensers, are
becoming “smart.” Finally, to support and exploit these applications — and to enable new applications — new technologies are
being developed with IoT in mind, and old technologies are being
re-branded as IoT enablers. The landscape of IoT technology and
applications is becoming broader, deeper, and more complex.
Newcomers to the domain and practitioners seeking a competitive advantage could benefit from a systematic exploration of the
IoT wilderness. What are the options? What are the trade-offs in
selecting a given technology for an application? What are potential
pitfalls to be aware of? This issue of IEEE Internet of Things Magazine (IoTM) explores these questions for some existing and new
technologies. The objective is to provide practitioners with some
insight into some specific technologies for IoT applications. IoT
spans a host of application domains, and incorporates technologies such as sensors, communications, computing, and actuators;
a single issue of IoTM can only scratch the surface. The articles in
this issue represent a first step toward providing practitioners with
guidance to select the best technologies for their applications.
Communications is a fundamental enabler of IoT. Because of
the low cost of installation, and support for rapid redeployment and
mobility, wireless communications is becoming increasingly key to
IoT. A deployment may simply use wireless communications for the
first hop to connect to a wired network, or a deployment may make
use of wireless networking to interconnect the end devices as well
as other nodes. A variety of wireless and networking choices exist
for an IoT developer to consider. The article “Evolution of IoT: An
Industry Perspective” by J. C. Cano et al. presents a survey of wireless
communications and mobile ad hoc networking technology and discusses how wireless technology has influenced the evolution of IoT.
Many forecasts for IoT predict billions of devices interacting over
the Internet.2 Virtually every aspect of our society — homes, cities,
highways, offices, factories, and even ourselves — will be outfitted with
sensors to gather and process information and take action to make our
lives better. However, at this point in the evolution of IoT, devices are
largely designed for specific applications. Sharing of data across disparate applications does not or cannot take place. The article “Designing
the Sensing as a Service Ecosystem for Internet of Things” by C. Perera
et al. discusses a model for enabling data owners to share data across

the IoT ecosystem. The use of the S2aaS model in deployments would
provide users with control over their data, while enabling widespread
sharing of data between applications.
Privacy and security are two major challenges within IoT. Incidents such as the distributed denial of service (DDoS) attack by a
botnet made up of IoT devices,3 and the seemingly continuous news
stories about security breaches compromising user data4 have led
many developers to search for solutions. One potential solution to
IoT privacy and security challenges is the use of blockchain technology. However, is blockchain ready to be integrated into IoT? In the
article “Enabling a Blockchain-Based IoT Edge” by M. S. Ali et al.,
the authors discuss the challenges of employing blockchain in IoT
solutions. The article discusses the merits of blockchain, as well as
the challenges involved in integrating blockchain into an IoT solution.
Smart highways are one of the key application areas for IoT.
Smart highways, enabled by sensors in vehicles and in highway
infrastructure, could improve traffic flow and reduce maintenance
costs, among other benefits. Safety, privacy, and security must be
addressed in any smart highway solution. In the article “’Smarter’
Roads and Highways” by P. Laplante et al., the authors explore the
challenges in implementing smart highway systems, and provide
guidance for developing smart highway solutions.
The Editorial Board would like to thank the authors that contributed to this inaugural issue. We hope that the community of IoT practitioners will find the articles and columns to be interesting and useful,
and provide support for IEEE Internet of Things Magazine in the form
of articles, columns, references, and, of course, subscriptions.
Keith Gremban (kdgremban@gmail.com) is the director
of the Institute for Telecommunication Sciences (ITS),
which is the research and engineering laboratory for
the National Telecommunications and Information
Admin-istration (NTIA). He has been involved in systems
engineering and advanced technology development for
over 30 years. Prior to arriving at ITS, he was a program
manager at the Defense Advanced Research Projects
Agency (DARPA) where he managed a portfolio of
programs in the areas of wireless communications and
electronic warfare. Prior to DARPA, he worked at a
variety of companies and research institutes, managing
and leading research and systems engineering pro-jects,
including a diverse collection of unmanned systems
and command-and-control applications. He received his
Ph.D. and M.S. in computer science from Carnegie Mellon University, and his M.S. in
applied mathematics and B.S. in mathematics from Michigan State University.
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Call for Articles
IEEE Internet of Things Magazine

Sensors and Actuators for IoT
Background
Sensors and actuators are among the building blocks of the IoT. In many IoT applications, distributed sensors gather
information about a system. The data is processed, and commands may be issued to actuators that in turn affect the
system. A few examples include the following: moisture sensors provide data to control irrigation systems; traffic
sensors provide data to control traffic lights; and occupancy sensors provide data to control building environments.
Sensors and actuators enable IoT solutions in every vertical domain of IoT, from smart cities to smart agriculture, from
personalized health to smart transportation. The decreasing size and cost of sensors and actuators have made possible many unique and surprising applications. The pace of innovation in the world of sensors and actuators makes it
difficult for a practitioner to stay abreast of the possible building blocks available for use in designing an IoT solution.
The purpose of this Special Issue (SI) is to provide practitioners and researchers interested in applications with a
surveys of the state-of-the-art in sensors and actuators that are available for IoT applications. Additionally, the Special
Issue solicits discussions of best practices and lessons learned in selecting, configuring, integrating, and maintaining
sensors and actuators in real-world IoT deployments. Topics of interest include, but are not limited to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Surveys of sensors/actuators for IoT applications;
Sensor systems for IoT verticals;
Actuators for IoT verticals;
Sensor/actuator power and communications;
Sensor/actuator networks;
Sensor data analytics;
Actuator controls

Articles submitted for this issue of the magazine should describe the use of sensors and/or actuators in one or more
actual deployments of an IoT solution discuss:
• A high-level description of the sensors/actuators and application in an IoT solution, addressing: the problem
space; a summary of systems operation; and how the overall problems were solved.
• A high-level technical description of the IoT sensor/actuators: What technical challenges were encountered? What
solutions were developed? What were the technical risks encountered in development? How were they
overcome?
• A summary of the business case: What kind of benefits did the stakeholders receive from the solution? Were they
greater than or less than expected? Were any policy or regulatory issues encountered?
• Lessons learned from deployment and operation: What were the key lessons learned? Can this experience
contribute to defining best practices? What were the risks and rewards?
Submissions
Articles should be general and present real-world experiences, with the intended audience being all members of the
IoT community, independent of technical or business specialty. Articles are expected to add to the knowledge base
or best practices of the IoT community; sales/marketing materials are not appropriate. Authors are asked to strive to
make their papers understandable by the general IoT practitioner. Mathematical material should be avoided; instead,
references to papers containing the relevant mathematics should be provided. Manuscripts should conform to the
standard format as indicated in the Information for Authors section of the Article Submission Guidelines. All manuscripts to be considered for publication must be submitted by the deadline through Manuscript Central (https://
mc.manuscriptcentral.com/iotmag). Select ‘September 2019/Sensors and Actuators for IoT’ from the drop-down
menu of Topic titles.
Important Dates
Manuscript Submission Deadline: May 31, 2019
Final Manuscript Due: July 30, 2019
Publication Date: September 2019
Guest Editor
Stan Moyer
Inventures, USA
smoyer@inventures.com

POLICY AND REGULATORY ISSUES
Policymakers face a conundrum — promoting the adoption of IoT services to reap its many benefits, while safeguarding societal
concerns. This will be a balancing act of oversight and regulation from policymakers to drive investment and consumer adoption while
ensuring that safety, security, and privacy frameworks are in place. This column will explore critical national and international IoT policy
and regulatory efforts as well as take a deeper dive into specific topics of interest.

While IoT brings a host of added benefits to the consumer, it also brings a new set of product safety and
liability issues that are unique to the autonomous
and interconnected nature of IoT. In the following
article, Scott Marcus first considers the sources of
potential defects and what might be done to redress
Douglas C. Sicker them. He then goes on to consider what constitutes
Column Editor
a product defect as well as the associated liability in
light of recent (and potential future) EU Directives.

Liability: When Things Go
Wrong in an Increasingly
Interconnected and
Autonomous World:
A European View
J. Scott Marcus

Introduction

The Internet of Things (IoT) potentially offers society not only
economic advantage but also gains in product quality and
safety. At the same time, IoT (in conjunction with related technologies such as artificial intelligence and machine learning,
to which we collectively refer as IoT/AI/ML) may open new
potential product safety and liability exposures.
What problems might be anticipated? Are potential exposures
dealt with adequately by existing legal and policy measures, or
do they call for some re-thinking of existing law and regulation?
The European Union (EU) has adopted a common approach
to two key groups of policy instruments in order to facilitate
trade of goods and services throughout the EU: (1) product
safety regulation, which establishes standards to which goods
must conform; and (2) liability regulation, which enables consumers to recover their costs if they are harmed or injured due
to a malfunctioning product (or potentially a defective service).
Both are important, but our focus here is on liability.
A few key questions emerge:
• Who is responsible? The merchant? The manufacturer? The
programmer? Or the service or device itself? Value chains
in this interconnected universe are complex. The use of
machine learning poses particularly daunting challenges.
• How is the user to achieve redress? The burden of proof
must be neither too high (making it impractical for injured
parties to receive compensation) nor too low (which risks
needlessly impeding innovation).

Challenges and Threats

The literature identifies a vast number of potential exposures, but
only a handful of actual incidents have been observed to date.
OECD (2018) explains that intelligent, interconnected services and products “may become defective and unsafe in a
myriad of ways, such as through a data breach, or because a
third-party device or application has malfunctioned. Furthermore, the devices may rely on uninterrupted connectivity, without which the safety of the device could become (or remain,
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if the device is defective and awaiting a software update to fix
that defect) compromised. Powered by AI, these devices and
applications can further take, anticipate, and predict decisions
without human interaction.”
It is important to identify the source of a defect between:
1. Programming error
2. Human error
3. An autonomous error caused by AI/ML software
4. A cybersecurity hack, which will clearly bring challenges
going forward
This will pose a challenge for any liability regime.
Experience with autonomous vehicles demonstrates the difficulty of distinguishing between programming error vs. human error.
Autonomous vehicles have enormous potential to reduce traffic
accidents, some 90 percent of which are believed to be caused by
human error (World Health Organisation, 2004). At the same time,
neither algorithms nor humans are error-free. In one incident, an
Uber car struck and killed a human pedestrian pushing a bike. The
onboard identification system spotted her six seconds before the
car struck her, but classified her first as an unknown object, then as
a vehicle, and then as a bicycle. It slowed the vehicle, but did not
avoid her and did not perform emergency braking. Human factors
apparently contributed substantially to the accident. The Uber operator had apparently been watching television, did not notice the
victim until half a second before impact, and did not hit the brakes
until after impact. Meanwhile, the victim was wearing dark clothing
at night, and tested positive for methamphetamine and marijuana.
(BBC, 2018a; BBC, 2018b; European Commission, 2018) Programming errors and human errors both contributed. Who is liable?
IoT/AI/ML systems are vulnerable to deriving lessons that
are unexpected, unwanted, or factually unsound. Who is liable?
In 2016, for instance, Microsoft turned an AI chatbot named
Tay loose on Twitter, in the hopes that Tay could learn how
to mimic human conversational behavior based on the speech
patterns of Twitter users. Unfortunately, Tay fell in with bad
company. Within hours, Tay was tweeting that feminists “should
all die and burn in hell,” that the Holocaust never happened,
and that “HITLER DID NOTHING WRONG.” After 24 hours,
Tay was put to sleep (Guardian, 2016).
Better programming might have prevented this, but it is unlikely that programmers can anticipate all of the false or inappropriate
conclusions that an algorithm might reach. This unpredictability of
AI/ML systems has been likened to that of animals, where liability
is typically attributed to those responsible for supervising the animal because they are in the best position to adopt measures to
mitigate the risk of damages (European Commission, 2018).
Regarding cybersecurity, Schneier (2018) argues that our
increasingly intelligent, autonomous, and interconnected world
is more and more vulnerable to threats that are barely manageable. Without conscious intention or planning, we are effectively creating a “world-size robot,” but without having first
considered and addressed the attendant threats. As the role of
automated systems grows, some of these threats pose a risk not
just to property, but also to human life and well being.
Cybersecurity threats in particular continue to grow in a
world where “all computers are hackable,” and where offence
has inherent advantages over defence. The attack surface of
vulnerabilities that must be defended against threats is becoming impossibly large. For many firms, commercial incentives are
not sufficient motivation to produce highly reliable and secure
software. As multiple systems become interconnected, possibly
in ways that were not initially anticipated, the risk of unanticipated or cascading problems grows (Schneier, 2018).
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POLICY AND REGULATORY ISSUES
Product and Service Liability in Europe Today

The EU’s Product Liability Directive covers a wide range of products, including emerging digital technology products. It addresses
damage to victims, including personal injuries or death or damage
to property. (European Union, 1985; European Commission, 2018)
The key principles are:
• What constitutes a defect: A product is defective when it
“does not provide the safety which a person is entitled to
expect.” That there are better products on the market does
not necessarily mean that a product is defective (Article 6).
• Who is liable: Liability falls to the producer of a product: to
the manufacturer of the product, to any firm that presents
itself as a producer (e.g., by putting its name or trademark
on the product), or any importer. If no producer can be
identified, each supplier of the product is treated as its
producer unless it identifies the true producer (Article 3).
• Strict liability: The injured person carries the burden of
proof of the defect in the product, the actual damage, and
the causal link between the defect and the damage; however, the injured person does not have to prove a fault of
the producer (Article 4).
The Directive seeks a fair, balanced, and economically efficient allocation of responsibility between producer and consumer. Due to information asymmetries, it might be exceedingly
difficult for a consumer to prove that a producer was at fault for
a defective product (European Union, 1985; see also State of
California, 1944).
However, there is no equivalent protection at the European
level for services (European Commission, 2018). If a product
fails due to bad data provided by an IoT service, does the failure constitute a product defect or a service defect? Products
and services are increasingly intertwined, and this can be especially true for the complex AI/ML/IoT value chains.
Many Member States implement liability rules for services,
but these are typically fault-based in most jurisdictions. For a
claim to be successful, the victim must prove not only that the
service was defective, but also that the defect was the result of
an intentional or negligent act on the part of the producer. This
places a far higher burden of proof on the victim. Some Member States attempt to reduce the burden of proof on the victim
where appropriate (European Commission, 2018).
A number of questions have been raised about the effectiveness of these rules going forward. Does the Internet of Things
raise insuperable challenges in distinguishing between products
and services? Is the distinction even meaningful going forward? In
our increasingly interconnected world of intertwined services, is it
hopelessly difficult to unravel where any liability should fall?1 Is it
necessary to protect business end users in the same way that the
Directive protects in the case of “private use for consumption”?

Next Steps?

The European Commission has announced its intention to put
forward an updated framework for liability, and has tasked expert
groups to examine the problem. The Commission has assessed
the current functioning of the Product Liability Directive, and
finds that many aspects including the definitions of product, producer, defect, damage, and the burden of proof continue “… to
some extent — to be adequate for the current state of technological developments.” Continued use of a strict liability regime
enjoys widespread support (European Commission, 2018).
In our view, further analysis nonetheless appears to be called
for in several areas:
• It is going to become increasingly difficult to draw a sharp line
between products and services for emerging IoT/AI/ML services. In the medium to long term, either a common liability
regime will have to be adopted for both, or else some crisp,
new definitional criteria will need to be developed.
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• Relative to the consumer, a strict liability regime seems to
be the most appropriate way to ensure compensation;
otherwise, the burden of proof will be too great. For commercial parties along complex IoT/AI/ML value chains,
however, determining where the liability lies is likely to
entail challenging, case-specific assessments. In particular,
guidance is likely to be needed where liability lies at least in
part with conclusions autonomously reached by algorithms.
• For consumers and suppliers, horizontal approaches that apply
to all sectors are simpler and thus easier to deal with than sector-specific approaches. This property of EU liability regulation
(but not of EU safety regulation) should be retained.
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This is by no means a new question. See State of California (1944). “The manufacturer’s obligation to the consumer must keep pace with the changing relationship between them; it cannot be escaped because the marketing of a product
has become so complicated as to require one or more … intermediaries.”
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IOT STANDARDS
IoT Standards Matters will look at different segments of the IoT market as it relates to implementation and use of standards. Each
column will select a particular vertical, and lay out the relevant standards and technologies that affect the evolving IoT hyperspace. The
pace of the columns will start broadly with the vision of narrowing the subject of subsequent articles toward more specific applications
of standards, whether in the development, application, test, or commissioning of IoT technologies.

Standards Matters
by Mike Violette
Washington Laboratories, USA

The NarrowBand IoT Standard

The throb of big data on the Internet of Things is not necessarily due to financial transactions, Netflix, and cat videos on
Youtube. Much of the rise in digits is/will be the connection of
many millions of mundane reports of pressure, temperature, the
flow of electrons, or water, or the chattering of soda machines
calling for refills.
This is the realm of machine-to-machine (M2M) technologies and Low Power Wide Area Networks (LPWAN), and the
deployment of these low data rascals will push the development of enhanced backhauls and deployment to feed them.
Narrowband IoT (NB-IoT) is a standards-based M2M technology supported by cellular operators.
Boldly, but unapologetically ripping off Wikipedia:1
“NB-IoT focuses specifically on indoor coverage, low cost,
long battery life, and high connection density. NB-IoT uses
a subset of the LTE standard, but limits the bandwidth to a
single narrow-band of 200kHz. It uses Orthogonal Frequency
Division Modulation (OFDM) for downlink communication
and Single Carrier Frequency Division (SC-FDMA) for uplink
communications.”
If we take each of these sentences apart, we get a sense of
the impact of the development of NB-IoT standards.

Indoor Coverage, Low Cost, Long Battery Life,
and High Connection Density

“Ubiquitous sensors” that are part of the Internet of Things are
already widely deployed, such as in industrial environments and
agricultural applications. Many of these verticals are mature
and have improved efficiencies and lowered costs for various
production scenarios. One example is Duke Energy, which has
an aggressive IIoT (Industrial IoT) program with the following
features, deployed over 30 installations:2
• Identified over 10,000 assets across their facilities, adding
more than 30,000 sensors, including:
–Accelerometers
–Temperature sensors
–Oil analysis sensors
–Thermal cameras
–Proximity probes
–Electromagnetic signatures

Figure 1. Three scenarios for deploying NB-IoT: stand-alone,

guard band, in-band.3
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Their scheme employs constant data collection, which
means that there is more time for analysis and predictive maintenance (PM). Ongoing “health status” allows the gradual planning of PM, which improves up-times and helps scheduling.
These many thousands of sensors are distributed, but figuring
they’re all talking at some rate, the aggregate data payload adds
up quickly.

A Subset of LTE: A Single Narrowband Carrier
of 200 kHz

“Regular LTE,” which gives us the magic of gorging on any
season of “The Walking Dead” while riding our Uber back from
the bar, has a theoretical channel capacity of up to 100 Mb/s
(all conditions right, and more if multiple-input multiple-output,
MIMO, is employed). This is necessary for streaming video
at resolutions that consumers are expecting. Compare this to
the NB-IoT channels (frozen in Release 13 of the Third Generation Partnership project, 3GPP, specification), which are a
mere 180 kHz wide and can support up to 250 kb/s channel
capacities. Latencies are up to 10 s, but who cares? The point
is that the data being fed back change very slowly, and just
small bits of time/spectrum are needed to carry the information
over the network. Of course, put a few thousand of these out
there, communicating constantly, and one can imagine the data
blooming on the backhaul.
For the wireless industry, the development of the NB-IoT
standards and solutions has given rise to many applications that
previously would not have a chance of being monitored, much
less automated through the web.
Now, who is excited about that? Well, the carriers, naturally.
AT&T claims that 80 billion devices will be web-connected by
2025, many by NB-IoT. That’s a lot of subscriptions and SIM
cards for more and more cellular devices; with data portability
now a reality (my T-Mobile account gives me unlimited data
overseas — in many markets anyway, which is remarkable).
“Global SIM cards” make deployment of IoT devices through
distributed networks a true reality.
On the regulatory side of things, the authorities are fostering this growth by largely staying out of the way. In the United
States and Canada, anything that uses the cell networks is by
definition a “licensed device” and must undergo a two-part
process to be deployed. The first part is certification, which
means measurements of RF parameters (frequency, power,
occupied bandwidth, spurious emissions, etc.), followed by a
licensing process. Now, this is common in mobile devices; the
manufacturer of the device is responsible for the certification,
and the network operator holds the license. Many IoT solutions
will take advantage of “modular certifications,” which means
that the device integrator doesn’t need to fuss with additional
platform-level radio testing (but must do some electromagnetic
compatibility, EMC, testing). It might be as easy as plug and
play.
Now, this brings up the problem of interference because the
NB-IoT carrier may well be placed (allowed) in the same spectral block of “normal” LTE. Spectrum contention may arise here,
especially if the LTE signal is stronger than the NB-IoT signal.
To alleviate this somewhat, the device designers may boost the
NB-IoT signal by 6 dB or so to overcome the “noise floor” of
Editor’s Note: Text appearing in bold indicates a live link in the online version.
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the LTE signal. This really doesn’t bother the LTE signal because
of the brief time of transmit and the fact that NB-IoT is only
stepping on a single resource block in the LTE band.
Other ways to implement NB-IoT are to either find some
wide open space or to place the signal in a guard band
between LTE allocations.
Note the “power boosting” for the in-band signal. The exact
power increase would depend on the signal-to-“noise” ratio for
whatever throughput is necessary. This example is just one twist
on the deployment of NB-IoT devices, which comes at an exciting time for the connected world.

about these designs is that they are, really, software defined
radios, so reconfiguration and re-assigning the operating bands
for a certain device doesn’t mean that it’s back to the drawing
board; just a little firmware or time in a GUI can do the trick.
A final comment is that the standard for NB-IoT, while based
on existing technologies, came out in a very rapid manner,
within something like nine months after the end of the study
phase.4 Deployment of the many billions of things connected
through the Internet looks pretty certain to follow quickly.
Michael Violette (mikev@wll.com) is president of Washington
Laboratories and director of the American Certification Body. He
has over 25 years of experience in the field of EMC evaluation
and product approvals, and has overseen the development of
engineering services companies in the United States, Europe, and
Asia. He is a Professional Engineer, registered in the State of Virginia. He has given numerous presentations on compliance topics and is a regular contributor to technical and trade magazines.

System-Level Issues
Apparently, NB-IoT came out of the study phase very quickly.
Much of this is due to the reuse of existing well-known and
stable modulation techniques. Frequency-division modulation
techniques are well advanced, and chipsets can be (relatively)
quickly re-tooled to be installed in whatever use case the developer is after. The Holy Grail here, of course, is cheap and lean.
Related technologies are striving for 10-year battery lives and
very high reliability.
For system designers, it behooves them to consider spectrum
management and planning early in the game. The “nice” thing
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PRIVACY AND SECURITY
This column delves into privacy risks of the IoT using risk concepts that are more native to the security domain in order to conceptually bridge our collective understanding, articulation, and management of privacy concerns in the IoT which otherwise might not be
sufficiently considered or foreseen by existing legal and technical controls.

The TTPs of Privacy and
Security of the IoT
by Erin Kenneally
Department of Homeland Security (USA)
International Computer Science Institute

In our inaugural column I explored privacy risks of IoT. This
edition turns to the tactics, techniques, and practices (TTPs) that
enable the management of security and privacy risks for IoT.
Security professionals are likely familiar with this term of art in
the context of cyber threat intelligence and incident response,
only here I have adapted it to help practitioners frame cyber
security and privacy risk response for the IoT.
Any assembly of organisms — be it a body, family, school,
town, nation-state, economy, or even criminal organization —
functions on the back of some combination of laws and rules,
technologies, and norms and standards. Colloquially, these
TTPs act as ordering forces that provide structure, sustainability, and accountability to individual and collective lives. IoT is
more than just sets of carbonless collectors, communications,
computations, and actuators. Rather, IoT is extensions of our
perceptions, cognitions, intentions, and actions. As such it is a
sociotechnical assemblage shaped by those same TTP ordering
forces. Thus, while new sensors, connections, and machine-tomachine (M2M) transactions are the means by which risks arise
and security and privacy interests are contravened, the TTPs are
what manage those risks and ultimately allow innovation in IoT
to flourish.
What follows is a mixture of existing, emergent, and aspirational TTPs that can lead to better IoT privacy and security
risk management. The privacy and security risk exposures of
IoT argue for the more widespread and formalized adoption of
these TTPs, especially if the pace of permissionless innovation
continues unabated and we await a more perilous Mirai or pervasive surveillance before countering the risks.

Standards and Best Practices

The TTPs for both IoT privacy and security risk management
converge around three broad dimensions: awareness, control, and resiliency. IoT stakeholders need to be aware of
devices, components, connections, and data collection and
flows. Control refers to the ability of stakeholders to verify and
authenticate components and data management. Finally, resiliency entails withstanding or recovering from adverse conditions affecting physical hardware or virtual information flows
and connections.

Awareness
IoT security and privacy risk can be managed through
the maturation and coalescence of new and burgeoning
technical and policy-based standards and best practices.
Awareness TTPs for IoT security risk management means
first and foremost the ability to detect what IoT devices and
components are connected to a given network or system.
Currently, IoT operators are challenged to reliably detect
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Internet-enabled components connected to their infrastructure for myriad reasons. The most prominent ones are the
dynamic, remote, and autonomous nature of device operations along with insufficient understanding of the risk exposure. The capability requirements that TTPs need to address
regarding awareness are:
Diversity: Identify and disambiguate between a broad array
of legacy and contemporary IoT devices, including signatures emitted from active devices as well as detecting
passive sensing devices
Dynamism: Detecting devices that connect briefly or intermittently
Minimal disruption: Detection should not unduly interfere
with active IoT systems functionality
Resource constrained: Detecting in low-bandwidth and
low-power environments
Feature comprehensive: Detection of details like component
and connection type, function, encryption method, data
collections and flow, provenance, location, origin, and
owner
Compatibility: Detection should be interoperable with current and future IoT management, tracking and monitoring
systems
Awareness TTPs that address the above gaps are necessary prerequisites to knowing whether and the extent to which
devices, components, connections, and data are unauthorized,
vulnerable, or otherwise pose a threat. Aside from aiding IoT
operators, these TTPs help component and system manufacturers, developers, integrators, and retailers (MDIR) account for
cyber risks induced by technologies supplied by third parties. As
well, these TTPs can help MDIR and consumer-users assess the
device/platform-side data vulnerabilities and leakages that stem
from the respective HW/SW insecurities.
On the IoT privacy front, risk awareness can be addressed
by TTPs that promote transparency and notice of the collection, use, and disclosure of data. 1 Currently, the rule rather than the exception for persons whose data is collected
in IoT settings is that data flows in an opaque, unobtrusive,
automatic, and regularized manner. While this dynamic is a
hallmark of the promise of IoT innovation, it creates privacy
tension by broadening and deepening threats to individuals
who have rights and interests in that data. Privacy awareness
TTPs concern technologies and policies that enable timely,
context-dependent, and comprehensible notification of IoT
data handling. They are largely aspirational and emergent in
the current marketplace.
Notification can be manifest via an active display at the
setup of or initial engagement with an IoT data collector, such
as when programs, services, or devices are first used. However, IoT privacy risk exposure can be further reduced by
implementing “just-in-time” notifications, 2 which are more
aligned with the spatial and temporal interactions with the IoT.
Other notification variants can include periodic, context-dependent, and persistent data notification TTPs. Given the lack
of attention paid to privacy policies, another TTP that targets
MDIR involves testing users’ comprehension of privacy notices and then modifying the notification to verify their awareness of how their data is collected, used, and disclosed. Other
suggested designs and deployments involve triaging users’
attention economy by automating different parts of privacy
notification, preference determination, and choice. Finally,
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examples of post data collection notification TTPs are privacy
dashboards, better explainability perhaps using visualization
and ‘nutrition labeling-like’ approaches, and verifiable audits
of data flows.

Control
Being aware of IoT components is only part of the challenge.
IoT security TTPs relating to control concern authentication and authorization of IoT components and connections.
This means that stakeholders need to trust a component’s
provenance, that it is not being spoofed, and that access is
permitted. These capabilities are challenged by the myriad
component and subcomponent source manufacturers, encryption protocols, communication links, and security protections.
Orchestrating all of these combinations and moving parts can
be quite complex and result in an expanded security threatscape (especially given the speed at which attacks occur and
responses are needed). Security control TTPs should address
challenges such as:
• Accurately authenticating the provenance of IoT components from multiple manufacturers and providing tamper-evident proof of authenticity
• Identifying spoofed connections and devices
• Enabling authentication in low-bandwidth and -power environments, including minimizing system and connection
unavailability during such authentication
• Allowing adaptable authentication in dynamic IoT systems
On the IoT privacy front, there is no shortage of scenarios where users interact, either knowingly or unwittingly, with
interfaceless IoT elements that do not provide any indication,
let alone assurances, as to how their data is being managed.
Oftentimes users’ only indication rests in a convoluted privacy
policy buried many clicks into a product’s website And even
then, it’s not as if users can do much about the data processing. For example, in some connected vehicles users who plug
their phone into the USB port agree to automatic collection
and third party transfer of the device owner’s phone number,
contacts’ data, GPS coordinates and call history.3 As well, certain smart home devices that capture indiscriminate short video
and audio of domestic activity are sent to and stored by third
parties, contrary to owners’ knowledge and consent.4 Privacy
risk control is addressed by TTPs that promote consent, choice,
and control by persons whose data is being engaged by an IoT
component. Examples of existing and suggested control TTPs
include:5
• Data pre-collection options such as “do not collect” indicators on IoT devices to schedule or quickly disable sensors;
these are akin to the “do not disturb” feature on smartphones, which can take the form of physical switches or
toggles within a user interface
• Discrete, hard mute buttons and manual activation on
devices triggered by wake words or movement
• Data/Privacy Risk Impact Assessments, which are documented, accessible, and systematic processes to evaluate
the impact and risks of collecting, using, and disseminating
personally identifiable information in an IoT project, product, service, or system
• Designs and deployments that enable users to unlink their
activities across different devices, and which support unobservability whereby users can obscure their activity from
certain intermediaries and networks that are not essential
to the function being sought
• Identity management (IdM) platforms and protocols that
authenticate users and devices, authorize context-based
data access, and enable user digital consent in IoT settings
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OAuth 2.0 is an example of a leading protocol framework standard for identity authentication and authorization.
OpenID Connect,6 User Managed Access (UMA),7 and Personal Data Services (PDS)8 are all types of identity service layers that allow personal attribute exchanges between identity
providers and the apps that use them, and empower users to
selectively share/deny or otherwise permit the sharing of this
information.

Resiliency
In addition to awareness and control, the third dimension of
TTPs for risk management addresses resiliency. Specific to
IoT security this entails maintaining, updating and upgrading,
and recovering the security and functionality of a diverse and
dynamic collection of devices, components, and connections in
IoT environments. The resiliency capabilities that technical and
policy TTPs need to address anchor around many of the same
spatial and temporal challenges inherent to the dimensions
mentioned above:
• Timely updates and patches to IoT components that elevate them to a more secure state in response to threats
and vulnerabilities
• A diversity of communication and security protocols, connection modalities, and legacy components that were built
without the ability to update
• Device expiration dates to enable clarity and management
of expectations by operators and users
• Spatially distributed and remote updatability
• Updates and recoverability in low-power and -bandwidth
contexts
• Minimization of system downtime during updates, such
as might be accomplished by network segmentation and
isolation
• Automatic and verifiable updates involving trusted
record-keeping of devices, versions, and functional impacts
of updates
On the IoT privacy front, TTPs promoting resiliency
involve remediation or recovery from privacy-infringing or
compromising data collections, uses, and disclosures. This is
perhaps the most challenging of the three dimensions given
how difficult it is to put the proverbial toothpaste back in the
tube when data is collected and attempted to be deleted
in the IoT. Nevertheless, one TTP example is data deletion,
including disposal of sensitive data as close to the collecting
sensor as possible in order to minimize dissemination to the
cloud or other third parties. Another practice is data aggregation accompanied by deletion of the raw source data. While
time-limited user consent and ease of consent withdrawal are
choice and control TTPs, they also support privacy resiliency.
Other resiliency TTPs involve vendor accountability for data
management such as dashboards or some other provable
and explainable audit trails of the life cycle of personal data
accrual, dissemination, and removal from both the public
and the vendors’ internal systems.
While this magazine’s own Standards Column covers the
canvas of IoT standards writ large, I will mention some TTPs
specific to IoT security. Many of these transect the awareness, control, and resiliency dimensions, so they are offered
somewhat indiscriminately to bookend this section. The Consumer Reports’ Security & Privacy Standards for IoT Products is an open and collaborative effort to create a digital
privacy and security standard to help guide the future design
of consumer software, digital platforms and services, and
Internet-connected products. 9 As well, there is support for
a Trustmark for IoT, which advocates consumer labeling to
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make informed decisions about IoT devices.10 Also relevant
is the Cyber Independent Test Lab development of measures
of software risk. 11 The National Telecommunications and
Information Administration (NTIA) and the Internet Society
(ISOC) are stewarding an IoT Bill of Materials standard that
serves as an ingredients list of sorts to develop greater transparency of software components in IoT supply and service
chains [12]. Lastly, the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF)
is working on a Manufacturers Usage Description (MUD)
standard to allow manufacturers to expose the identity and
intended use of their devices , essentially whitelisting knowngoods.13

Law & Regulation

Let’s briefly consider laws and regulations as a forcing function for better managing security and privacy risks of IoT. The
state of affairs for both privacy and security can be characterized as one of gaps, conflicts, and muddy waters. The United
States primarily takes a sectoral approach to addressing privacy and security risks, meaning that there is no overarching
legal regime, and any prescriptions and proscriptions are vertically aligned with industry such as financial services, health,
energy, and education. However, IoT in many ways is the
“killer app” for trans-jurisdictional and -sectoral approaches
to safeguarding systems, persons, devices, communications,
and data. To illustrate, a health tracking app that collects and
shares biologic and behavioral data may fall under the jurisdiction of the Department of Health and Human Services
(HHS) Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act
(HIPAA), whereas the Federal Drug Administration could lay
claim if it makes personal health recommendations. If the
provider fails to adequately protect the sensitive data, the
Federal Trade Commission (FTC) could have authority to
issue fines or penalties.
IoT is a variable confluence of legacy, existing, and new
technology components, platforms, and systems. Hence,
when it comes to legal and regulatory TTPs, there is healthy
debate about the extent to which the IoT warrants exceptionalism — new laws, policies, and regulations — or whether existing measures can adequately be applied to address privacy
and security risks. What is less arguable, however, is that the
market alone is not adequately incentivizing IoT stakeholders
to address security and privacy. Rather, MDIRs are competing
on cost, and building in security and privacy TTPs impedes
time to market and first mover advantages for the low margin
products that comprise the bulk of IoT. A few TTP dimensions
that are ripe for either new laws or application of existing laws
revolve around liability, technical standards, and disclosure
requirements.
Consider a smart home or city environment with a complex
chain of connected devices from different manufacturers, some
of whom have no experience testing and integrating security
protocols, run buggy software from a different set of third party
software developers, and are maintained by yet another array
of integrator services vendors who fail to implement timely
patches. How should liability be apportioned for harm or damages that befall the end users or anyone in that product or service chain due to device malfunction, or cyber-attacks that use
or target devices, networks, or platforms?
This is where IoT exposes loopholes in traditional liability
regimes — strict liability, negligence, tort, and contract — that
need to be closed with either new interpretations of existing
law or novel legal TTPs such as:
• Product liability remedies where there is a lack of physical
property harm
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• Consideration of evidence to make cost-benefit assessments across all affected stakeholders
• Evidentiary standards that address latent harms and
causation proofs in IoT, such as environmental/chemical
exposure litigation
• Application of product liability for inadequate software and
services
• Apportioning liability in multi-tenant, complex supply
chains (design, manufacture, assemble, ship, implement)
• Transitive liability regime for IoT supply and service chains
• Enforcement of technical IoT security standards for integrated features and components
• Enforcement of minimum security warranties for products
and data
• Requiring mandatory disclosure of IoT security breaches
meeting certain thresholds, including standing up a database of near-misses14
• Penalty-based regulations that are proportionate to
potential revenue gains if security is ignored and/or the
real costs of insecure products and practices (i.e., the
negative externality costs borne by victims of insufficient
security)
California serves as a front-runner regarding IoT security
and privacy in its recent passage of the Security of Connected
Devices Act.15 It requires IoT manufactures to equip devices
with “reasonable” security measures, appropriate to the function of the devices and to the information they collect or transmit. If the past is prologue, this law will certainly inspire other
states to follow suit. On the federal level both the U.S. Senate
and most recently the House have introduced bills that would
require baseline cybersecurity standards for all Internet-connected devices in government, by prohibiting the procurement of
devices that are shipped with hard-coded passwords or known
vulnerabilities, and that are incapable of being updated, for
example.16
Many of the legal and regulatory TTPs for IoT security
could reduce privacy risk, no different than what network
and systems security controls do for online privacy. TTPs specific to IoT privacy, nevertheless, include an omnibus and
user-rights-centric legal framework like the recently enacted
General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) 17 and California
Consumer Privacy Act-like regulation. 18 Highlights include
prescribing user rights such as knowing what and how data is
processed, the right to object to processing, the right to explanation about automatic data processing, the right to withdraw
consent to data processing, the right to data erasure, and the
right to move one’s data from one provider to another. Other
TTPs could require manufacturers, developers, integrators,
and retailers to be transparent about sensor data collection,
expanding the definition of sensitive personal information,
and mandatory reporting of potentially privacy-compromising
incidents.
To recap, this column has reviewed and proposed many
leading and burgeoning TTPs for practitioners to implement
or support in the interest of reducing IoT privacy and security risk exposure. Adoption of these standards and best
practices and adherence to these legal controls will lower
privacy harm to consumers, reduce business interruption
damage, and ameliorate economic loss to organizations.
Ultimately, dividends from IoT need to comprise more than
just better, cheaper, and faster metrics. The impact of security and privacy risk on business performance, consumer-user experience, and innovation can be managed. Our next
edition will drill down into the economics and other incentives that drive the implementation of TTPs for IoT privacy
and security.
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Evolution of IoT: An Industry Perspective
Juan Carlos Cano, Victor Berrios, Ben Garcia, and Chai K. Toh

Abstract
Mobile ad hoc networks have evolved since the early 1990s: over two decades. However, the unique concept of wireless deviceto-device networking has now ballooned into a major technology and industry revolution with applications impacting many facets of
our lives. In fact, it has paved the way for the Internet of Things and smart cities. In this article, the evolution of IoT through mobile
ad hoc networks is discussed, and its penetration into defense, society, and industries through ZigBee, Z-Wave, and other technologies is revealed. Finally, a discussion is presented of IoT architecture, connectivity, cloud, and analytics, and its implications on the
realization of future smart cities.

Introduction
In its early days, the Internet was largely an interconnection
of routers (packet switches) via copper wires, which was later
replaced by coaxial cables and subsequently optical fibers. The
invention of packet switching by Paul Baron opened doors to
transmit information in digital forms, in a distributed manner,
globally. This surpassed the telecommunication voice network
which at that time primarily carried voice traffic. The work of
Drs. Vint Cerf and Rob Khan on TCP/IP further enabled the
Internet to carry traffic end to end in a reliable manner, providing data error handling, and flow and congestion control. With
the creation of the Internet, and subsequently the web by Tim
Berners Lee, there was an explosion of data traffic and Internet
users. In fact, data traffic has now surpassed voice traffic, and
the Internet is commonly used for a variety of applications,
from business transactions, social networks (e.g., Facebook and
Twitter), to emails, cloud storage (Google Cloud), and personal
multimedia entertainment (e.g., from Netflix).
The idea of a mobile ad hoc network was born in the early
1990s. This field was first worked on by Toh [1–3], Perkins [4],
and then Johnson [5]. In [1, 2], all-wireless device-to-device
networks known as wireless ad hoc networks (tree and mesh
topology), also known as mobile ad hoc networks, were introduced. Perkins was working on Mobile IP [4], which was based
on a wireless extension (star topology) of the wired Internet.
Johnson was also working on the Mobile IP solution. However,
both Perkins and Johnson subsequently moved on to work fully
on mobile ad hoc networks, with each proposing their own
routing protocols [5, 6]. The first practical wireless ad hoc network [2–4] was implemented in 1998, using Lucent WaveLAN
WiFi 802.11 2.4 GHz radios, and with several laptops running
Linux OS and the associativity-based ad hoc routing protocol
(invented in the early 1990s). In that work, it was demonstrated
that realizing ad hoc networks is possible, and existing RPC/
UDP/TCP/IP applications, such as FTP/TELNET/RLOGIN and
HTTP web-based client-server multimedia applications, can be
supported transparently. Since then, mobile ad hoc networks
have moved out of the myth and hype era. Research on mobile
ad hoc networks has blossomed and is now approaching 25
years, which is remarkable.
The push has been significantly attributed to its remarkable
potential applications. It was initially designed for distributed
anytime anywhere computing but later evolved into:
• Sensor wireless networking
• Smart home wireless networks
• Disaster rescue networks
• Defense battlefield networks
• Mobile phone peer networks
• Smart streetlight networks
Digital Object Identifier: 10.1109/IOTM.2019.1900002
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• UAV communication networks
• Vehicular ad hoc networks and so on
Currently, mobile ad hoc networks have paved the way for IoT,
with even more widespread use in smart homes, industry and environmental sensing applications, disaster rescue operations, defense
communication networks, and smart cities. As shown in Fig. 1,
mobile ad hoc networks have evolved into IoT and smart cities,
and are still evolving despite having existed for over 20 years.

Research Activity

Scale and Research Areas

While early research on mobile ad hoc networks was focused
on routing [1–6], it then went on to other areas of the 7-layer
protocol stack (Fig. 1), such as media access, auto-address configuration, power issues, transport, multicasting, session, application, and security.
In academia, a search on Google Scholar reveals over 2.13
million published articles with keywords related to ad hoc networks (Table 1). In addition, the U.S. National Science Foundation (NSF) alone has spent over $500 million over a 30-year
period (since 1997) on research projects related to ad hoc
mobile networks (Table 1). Most of the research is still being pursued at universities, and also at national laboratories. The American defense industry has been active in this field too, sponsoring
over US$2 billion of projects to enhance battlefield operations
and war fighting capabilities (Table 1). Defense agencies from
Europe and Asia have collectively spent billions. All of this clearly
shows the scale and importance of ad hoc mobile networks in
the last 30 years.

Evolution of IoT Connectivity
Wi-Fi Ad Hoc

Early work [1–3] by industries on mobile ad hoc networks was
based on WiFi. WiFi is an IEEE 802.11 standard at 2.4 GHz. It is
a WLAN standard. WiFi radios can transmit more than 100 m in
radio range, with transmission power typically 1 mW. Since its
inception, several variations of 802.11 standards have evolved
(Table 2).

ZigBee Technology
The ZigBee Alliance [7] was established by industries in 2002
with the purpose of providing a standard mesh network specification and complimentary application layer standards for the
IoT. Its wide-ranging global membership collaborates to create
and evolve universal open standards for IoT.
“ZigBee PRO” is the Alliance’s flagship network standard,
designed to connect and facilitate interoperability between
smart devices with a very low-cost, very low-power-consumption, two-way, wireless communications solution. The ZigBee
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(a)
Research
Activity

IoT

Ad hoc networks
Wi-Fi
Ad Hoc
Routing

Smart Homes

M2M

MAC

Mesh
networks

Ad Hoc
Zigbee
TCP
Multicast

QoS

I-IoT

Service
discovery

Z-wave

Smart Cities

VANETs
V2X
UAV ad hoc
Networks

Ad Hoc Sensor
networks
Load balancing

Keywords used in Google Scholar search

Number of articles found by Google
Scholar

Ad hoc networks

2.13 million

Mobile ad hoc networks

1.5 million

Wireless ad hoc networks

1.12 million

Vehicular ad hoc networks

179,000
(b)

1993

1995

2000

2005

2010

2015

2020

Time

Figure 1. Ad hoc networks’ research evolution into IoT.

PRO stack architecture is made up of a set of blocks called
layers (Fig. 2b). Each layer performs a specific set of services
for the layer above. A data entity provides a data transmission
service, and a management entity provides all other services.
Each service entity exposes an interface to the upper layer
through a service access point (SAP), and each SAP supports
a number of service primitives to achieve the required functionality.
ZigBee PRO forms low-power ad hoc wireless networks
using intermediate, routing-capable nodes (coordinator and
routers) to route and relay data hop by hop, using automatically discovered and maintained routes (Fig. 2a). A coordinator
is used as a central controller to initiate and manage network-wide services. As shown in Fig. 2b, IEEE 802.15.4 defines
the two lower layers:
• The physical (PHY) layer
• The medium access control (MAC) sub-layer
ZigBee Alliance builds on this foundation by providing the network (NWK) layer and the framework for the application layer
The application layer framework consists of the application support sub-layer (APS) and ZigBee device objects (ZDOs).
ZigBee PRO is the underlying network technology that supports full-stack interoperable devices implementing the ZigBee
3.0 or ZigBee Smart Energy Application standards. These standards leverage the self-forming and self-managing capabilities
of the ZigBee PRO network to provide application-level device
definitions, device discovery, binding, and command-response
capabilities to end products. Table 3 summarizes a few key features of the ZigBee 3.0 standard.
Applications of ZigBee include wireless light switches, home
energy monitors, connection of home appliances (e.g., thermostats), manufacturing and production automation, smart metering, smart grid monitoring, and so on.
To complement its network and application standards, the
Alliance offers its ZigBee Certified products program, which
ensures that high-quality interoperable ZigBee devices are available for ecosystem developers, service providers, and their
customers. The ZigBee Alliance is committed to ensuring that
high-quality ZigBee products are available throughout the value
chain. As of mid-2018, there were over 2600 certifications
issued by the ZigBee Alliance. There are 2000+ ZigBee-compliant products on the market. Companies that produce products
complying with ZigBee 3.0 standards include Samsung, Valeto,
Themis, Toshiba, Kroger, Volare, Signify, and others.

Z-Wave Technology
Z-Wave is a standard first developed by Zensys Inc. and
recently acquired by Silicon Labs Inc. The Z-Wave technology has made several evolutions since its creation. In 2003,
the 100 Series chipset became available, and in 2005 the
200 Series was released, with the ZW0201 chip offering a
high-performance low-cost solution. In March 2013, Z-Wave
IEEE Internet of Things Magazine • December 2018

Number of NSF projects awarded in the area
of ad hoc wireless networks (1996–now)

Total estimated awards amount
(USD)

3000+

Over $500 million
(c)

Some major defense research programs
on ad hoc networks

Project estimated value (USD)

DARPA Ad Hoc Networking Gateway

$155 million

DoD WIN-T Phase 1, 2, 3 respectively

$75 million, $346 million, $475 million

U.S. Special Ops Tactical ad hoc radios

$390 million

Table 1. a) Number of papers published with keywords ad hoc

networks (July 2018); b) U.S. National Science Foundation
projects related to ad hoc networks; c) some major defense
spending on mobile ad hoc networks.

IEEE 802.11

Operating
frequency

Data rate

Transmission
range

IEEE 802.11a

5 GHz

6–54 Mb/s

120 m

IEEE 802.11b

2.4 GHz

1–11 Mb/s

140 m

IEEE 802.11g

2.4 GHz

6–54 Mb/s

140 m

IEEE 802.11n

2.4/5 GHz

288M–600 Mb/s

250 m

IEEE 802.11ac

5 GHz

346M–3.466 Gb/s

—

IEEE 802.11ad

60 GHz

Up to 6.7 Gb/s

—

IEEE 802.11ah

900 MHz

Up to 347 Mb/s

—

IEEE 802.11aj

45/60 GHz

IEEE 802.11ax

2.4/5 GHz

Up to 10.53 Gb/s

—

IEEE 802.11ay

60 GHz

Up to 20 Gb/s

100 m

IEEE 802.11az

60 GHz

—

—

Table 2. IEEE 802.11 standards.

Plus, called the 500 Series, was released, featuring improved
wireless range and battery life as well as four times the memory size of previous chips.
The prime application for Z-Wave is smart homes, where
the protocol is widely used for connecting door locks, smoke
detectors, home appliances, and remote controls. It is designed
to provide reliable, low-latency transmission of small data packets, and is optimized for smart home application through a few
other features, including a communication distance that can
cover most residences, which is 40 m on the 500 Series chip
and will expand. Z-Wave devices link up to form a wireless
mesh network where data can be relayed hop by hop from one
device to another.
Interoperability is another key feature of Z-Wave, which
allows Z-Wave device hardware and software to work together,
so users may operate their entire smart home from one smart
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(a)
ZigBee specification

Parameter

Network protocol

ZigBee PRO 2015 (or later)

Network topology

Self-forming, Self-Healing Mesh

Network device types

Coordinator (routing capable), router, end devices,
ZigBee green power device

Network size

Up to 65,000 nodes

Radio technology

IEEE 802.15.4 — 2011

Frequency band/channels

2.4 GHz (ISM band)
16 channels (2 MHz wide)

Data rate

250 kb/s

Security models

Centralized and distributed

Encryption support

AES-128 at the network layer
AES-128 available at the application layer

Power output

1–100 mW

No. of channels

16

Communication range

Up to 300 meters (line of sight)
Up to 75–100 meters (indoor)

Low power support

Sleeping end devices
ZigBee green power devices (energy harvesting)
(b)

Z-Wave Specification

Parameter

Data rate

40 kb/s (more recently up to 100 kb/s)

Power output

–24 to 6 dBm

Number of channels

1–3 channels

Transmit frequency

868 & 869 MHz (EU)
908 & 916 MHz (USA)
919 & 921 MHz (AU/NZ/BR)
919–926 MHz (JP/TW/KR/SG)

Routing

Source routing with dynamic route resolution

Security

128-bit AES encryption

Devices supported

Up to 232

Table 3. a) ZigBee 3.0 standard specification; b) Z-Wave techni-

cal specification.

home application. With interoperability built in at the application layer, all Z-Wave devices from various brands and vendors
are backward and forward compatible and work together in a
home or building.
Z-Wave operates in the 800–900 MHz band, and hence
does not suffer from much interference, unlike the 2.4 GHz
industrial, scientific, and medical (ISM) band, and Z-Wave
PHY and MAC layers are defined by International Telecommunication Union — Telecommunication Standardization Sector
(ITU-T) Recommendation G9959 [8] . See Table 3 for details
on the Z-Wave specification. Z-Wave uses AES-128 for symmetrically encrypted communications (AES CBC-MAC and
AES-OFB) for access control devices, but in 2015, Security 2
(S2) was added as an enhancement to Z-Wave Security by
hardening the enrollment and authentication of new devices
into the network through adding out-of-band key exchanges.
In April 2017, S2 was made mandatory for all Z-Wave certified devices.
By securing communications between end devices and
the hub or gateway, S2 effectively reduces the risk of Z-Wave
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devices being hacked while they are operating in a network.
Common attacks such as man-in-the-middle, replay, and brute
force are virtually powerless against the S2 framework through
implementation of the industry-wide accepted AES-128 encryption standard. The use of QR or pin-codes on the devices
uniquely differentiates them, so they can be added to a particular network with ease.
Z-Wave also released the SmartStart protocol, which enables
the pre-configuration of devices to the network by security dealers and installers prior to installation, which dramatically reduces
time spent on site, thereby reducing costs and maximizing return
on investment (ROI) for dealers and integrators. With SmartStart,
devices are pre-configured to the network so that devices only
need to be physically mounted and powered on, which reduces
installation time and costs.
The next generation of Z-Wave’s technology platform is
under development and has been unveiled to the public. Z-Wave
700 Series will include numerous performance and technological enhancements in energy efficiency and RF performance to
power the context-aware smart home. Z-Wave 700 Series is a
long-range, low-power, and future-proof hardware platform with
integrated software tools and building blocks enabling a whole
new generation of Z-Wave sensor devices.
As of 2018, there are more than 100 million interoperable Z-Wave devices in the market representing 70 percent of
the smart home market in the United States, with over 2500
Z-Wave products certified by the Z-Wave Alliance [9], a consortium of companies in the space creating these devices who
are focused on the continued interoperability and expansion of
Z-Wave devices.

Long-Range Low-Power — LORA and Sigfox
While both ZigBee and Z-Wave provide coverage of up to 300
m per radio hop, they are not meant for long-range low-power
wireless networks. This explains why LORA [10] and Sigfox
[11] were introduced. LORA is led by Semtech Inc., and LORA
radios work in the unlicensed ISM bands of 868 MHz and 915
MHz and have a further transmission range of up to 10 km.
LORA is designed for IoT and machine-to-machine (M2M) networks. Sigfox, on the other hand, is also a proprietary low-power, low-data-rate, long-range wireless technology operating at
868 MHz/902 MHz. Both LORA and Sigfox exhibit star network topology, and are suitable for smart grid and smart metering applications.

Sensor Networks for the Environment
While home appliances may or may not have sensors, sensor
networks used for the environment have gained popularity.
They are used to measure air quality, humidity, noise, earthquakes, and so on. With the push for a greener living environment, more government agencies are stepping up to provide
accurate distributed environmental sensing. Sensors are distributed around the observed area, and data are continuously
collected and relayed to the control station for processing. For
ease of deployment, most sensors use wireless communications
to relay sensor data. Hence, sensor networks are another form
of mobile ad hoc networks, but with less mobility. The issues
addressed here are:
• Low-power protocols
• Low-bandwidth situations
• Data aggregation methods
• How to design large-scale operational and distributed sensor
networks
Sensor networks can be used for various verticals, including
agricultural, transport, health, rescue operations, and so on.
Sensors can also be mounted on moving objects such as buses,
motorbikes, and bicycles to collect sensor data in various locations, enabling distributed coverage of the area to be sensed.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2. a) ZigBee architecture and topology, showing the presence of coordinator, routers, and end devices; b) ZigBee 3.0 protocol

stack.

V2X Networks for Transport
Mobile ad hoc networks have also given birth to vehicular ad
hoc networks (VANETs), where cars can talk among themselves
(vehicle-to-vehicle, V2V) (form a wireless network on the fly
when in proximity), or to any roadside infrastructures (V2I).
Recently, there is also vehicle-to-everything (V2X), effectively talking to any object or device within proximity. The IEEE
802.11p standard addresses this issue at the PHY and MAC
layers, focusing on:
• Operating frequency
• Higher rate of mobility
• Real-time requirements
• Use of alert messages
VANETs can take the form of mesh or star topology, and communications among cars can help exchange vital data (location,
speed, etc.) used to avoid accidents and congestion, overcome
blind spots, summon rescue operations, detect speeding or dangerous vehicles (e.g., drunk drivers and criminals on the run) on the
road, and so on. It is envisaged that all future smart cars (including
autonomous vehicles) will have some sort of V2X capability. Hence,
ad hoc networks have impact on transportation too, in addition to
numerous other applications in deployment and in use today.
The different types of mobile ad hoc network technology
are specifically addressed to the following spectrum of vertical
applications:
• WiFi Ad Hoc and Low-Power Ad Hoc:
–Transport — VANET V2X
–Smart home — ZigBee, Z-Wave
–Smart office
–Smart buildings
–Smartphone peer networks
–Disaster rescue
–Smart metering
–Smart streetlights
–Smart logistics
• Sensors Ad Hoc:
–Agriculture
–Environmental monitoring
–Factory automation — M2M
–Natural disaster monitoring,
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–Health monitoring
–Transport — self-driving cars
• Tactical Ad Hoc:
–Army tactical ad hoc radios
–Ad hoc robots,
–UAV ad hoc
–Explosive hopping mines
–Navy ship area ad hoc

IoT: Market, Types, and Technologies
IoT Predicted Market Share

According to Intellipaat [12], $6Billion will be spent on IoT technologies from 2016 to 2021, and estimated revenue will be $13
trillion by 2025. According to Statista, the size of the worldwide
IoT market would hit $2.225 trillion in 2020, and by 2025 there
will be over 75 billion IoT connected devices installed worldwide.

IoT and Connectivity
IoT is the connection of objects or any devices to the Internet. Hence, IoT needs connectivity. This connectivity is largely
enabled through wireless, and in IoT, the device-to-device networking feature derived from the earlier ad hoc networks is still
a necessity. Devices and objects are characterized by low power
requirements, the ability to interconnect among themselves, and
data eventually routed to the core network or the Internet. Some
devices are sensors, while others can be powerful devices capable of streaming large amounts of data, such as real-time video.
IoT devices can be interconnected by different connectivity
options, such as Bluetooth, WiFi, ZigBee, Z-Wave, narrowband
IoT (NB-IoT), cellular IoT (Fig. 3a), or even wired networks. IoT
networks will be heterogeneous, have different devices, and
carry different sizes and types of data. Eventually, our Internet
of routers will be overlaid with IoT. While the Internet of routers
was primarily focused on user traffic (data and emails), IoT is
about control, intelligence, and automation — enabling an intelligent and controllable environment. IoT paves the way for the
realization of smart cities. IoT networks can be private and public, with each domain secured by its own administrative authority,
governing whether sensor and IoT data can be shared or not.
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Examples of gateways are Raspberry Pi and Intel Galileo. Sensor-to-gateway connectivity can be supported through Bluetooth, ZigBee, Z-Wave, WiFi, LORA, or Sigfox. As shown in
Fig. 3a, the protocol for messaging can be based on Message
Queuing Telemetry Transport (MQTT) or Constrained Application Protocol (CoAP). The gateway to cloud or Internet can be
through Ethernet, WiFi, or even cellular connection. In terms of
data flow architecture, one can view IoT as sensing and generating events, performing transport and the collection of data,
transformation, processing, and storage of data, with eventual
presentation and actuation.
(a)

IoT and Cloud
Recently, there have been proposals to put sensor data onto
clouds, be they private or public clouds. Cloud data acquisition
in an IoT cloud architecture can be achieved through the use
of an HTTP server, an MQTT server, or a CoAP server. Also,
load balancers are used to direct traffic to respective servers
in order to avoid overload. Just as web clients access HTTP
servers through a push-pull application programming interface
(APIs), IoT devices can use a subscribe-publish API to communicate with MQTT servers residing in the cloud.

IoT Standardization Efforts

(b)

Figure 3. a) IoT requires device, connectivity, transport, data, and

application layers, and (Source: PWC report 2016 [13]); b)
Industry 4.0 and its relation to IoT (Source: PWC report 2016
[13]).

IoT Type: Narrowband-IoT (NB-IoT)
To handle millions of sensors within a city or country, a single
wireless mesh network with 100+ million nodes would be difficult to establish, track, and maintain. Telcos have suggested
NB-IoT, where cellular base stations can provide coverage to
thousands of sensors within a single radio microcell. NB-IoT was
standardized in 2016 as Third Generation Partnership Project
(3GPP) Release 13. It has a data rate of 25 kb/s (downlink
orthogonal frequency-division multiple access, DL-OFDMA)
and 64 kb/s (uplink space code frequency-division multiple
access, UL-SCFDMA) and a coverage of 164 dB. NB-IoT can
operate in several LTE frequency-division duplex (FDD) bands
(1,2,3,5,8,11,12,13,17,18,19,20,25,26,28,66,70) with a bandwidth of 180 kHz. There are three possible modes of operation:
standalone, guard band, and in-band. Both Ericsson and Huawei
have NB-IoT solutions on the market.

IoT Data Analytics
With IoT sensor data gathered through multiple devices, data
analytics will yield greater insights into the operation and situation
of an environment or system, providing a more accurate understanding of the condition and status, hence allowing fine tuning,
fast response, efficient operation, greater safety, and automation.
Sensor data gathering takes time and different frequencies to
gather, and some applications demand real-time analytics.

IoT Architecture and Protocols
The architecture basically comprises:
• Things (sensors and devices)
• Gateway
• Network (and/or cloud)
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Currently, there is no one universal standard for IoT. One may
ask what is there to standardize. It is really from the connectivity,
data formatting, and handling ends. There is no standard on data
analytics that one can use. Without a single standard, there is a
need for interoperability and possibly open standards. Currently,
there are many different use cases that will demand different IoT
protocols, data formats, data handling, and interfaces. Hence, it
is possible that de facto standards will exist and interoperability
will be needed to cater for different IoT implementations and
use cases that have different requirements in terms of bandwidth,
range, delay, and so on. The issue is that IoT application and use
cases are too diverse, and industry efforts have been focused and
segregated. This explains the current situation.

IoT Security
IoT security is manifold and multi-layered. Device security
ensures that it cannot be tampered with. Access control ensures
that there is no unauthorized local or remote access to the IoT
device. Encryption ensures that sensor data cannot be read,
interpreted, or copied. Finally, end-to-end security ensures that
the identities of devices and collective data cannot be extracted
by intruders on the IoT network.

Description of Things
Currently, each IoT device uses a specific data format in its messaging to other devices or to the hub. This format is largely dependent
on the communication protocol used (MQTT etc.). Due to bandwidth and power constraints in devices, message size is kept short.
There is no universal standard message format for all IoT devices
in existence today. Lately, there have been proposals for an IoT
device description language to universally describe content, attributes, services, and attachment of things [14].

Industry IoT Solutions
Industries have been focusing on:
• Devices
• Connectivity and protocols
• Software platform (e.g., Amazon IoT)
• Data analytics
Many are offering cloud-based IoT platforms to provide device
registration, connectivity, control, rapid visualization, storage, and
IEEE Internet of Things Magazine • December 2018

Companies

Product type

Remarks

Amazon

Amazon IoT platform

Managed cloud platform, capable of
supporting billion of IoT devices.

Microsoft

Azure IoT

Managed cloud platform

IBM

Watson IoT platform

Managed cloud host service

GE Digital

Predix platform

Industrial IoT cloud and edge platform

Google

Google Assist

Smart IoT device for home

Siemens

Mindsphere IoT OS

Industrial-IoT cloud platform

Oracle

IoT cloud services

Managed cloud platform

Table 4. Industry IoT products and solutions.

data analytics functions. In the future, greater integration of these
components is necessary to fully realize the potential of IoT.
Table 4 shows a list of some industry IoT products and solutions.

Industrial IoT (I-IoT) & Smart Factories
According to Accenture, I-IoT could add $14.2 trillion to the
global economy by 2020, and the global market is projected to
grow at 7.3 percent compound aggregate growth rate (CAGR)
through 2020. Currently, Siemens and GE are the two major
industries primarily focusing on I-IoT, and both solutions involve
using cloud as the data and processing platform to connect,
relay, store, process, and analyze sensor data.
I-IoT has direct impact on Industry 4.0, where digitalization,
self-organizing automation, and predictive maintenance are
essential to drive future efficient production processes and manufacturing operations of smart factories [13].

The Rise of Smart Cities

IoT. IoT is crucial to the development of smart cities, with sensing providing data for insights and decision making, enabling
smart health, smart transport, smart living, and smart e-commerce. IoT will form the next important information grid hovering over the globe, which will impact billions of lives in the
coming decade.
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Singapore, London, Paris, and New York have constantly
emerged as the top smart cities of the world in recent rankings
[15]. A smart city is viewed as an area of advanced civilization
using the latest information and communication technologies to
enhance efficiency of business operations and elevate residents’
quality of life. IoT is one of the important ICT technologies to
enable smart cities, along with connectivity, data analytics, and
artificial intelligence. Many countries have initiated smart city
projects and invested billions into the development of smart
cities. For example, in China alone, more than 300 pilot smart
city projects were initiated. In Singapore, the country introduced the Smart Nation program that focuses on smart homes,
smart transport, and smart health. For homes, IoT enables home
automation, enhances home safety, home security, monitoring
of child and elderly, and allows efficient use of electric energy.
For transportation, IoT has enabled on-demand bus or shared
car rides, smart traffic lights, smart streetlights, sensor-based
self-driving vehicles for communal transport, and so on. Finally,
for smart health, sensors, artificial intelligence, and data analytics enable health specialists to predict and prescribe medical
treatment to patients in an advanced and timely manner, providing better healthcare. Hence, IoT, as heterogeneous as it
may be, is crucial to the development of future smart cities.
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Designing the Sensing as a Service
Ecosystem for the Internet of Things
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Abstract

The Internet of Things envisions the creation of an environment where everyday objects (e.g., microwaves, fridges, cars, coffee
machines) are connected to the Internet and make users’ lives more productive, efficient, and convenient. During this process,
everyday objects capture a vast amount of data that can be used to understand individuals and their behaviors. In the current IoT
ecosystems, such data is collected and used only by the respective IoT solutions. There is no formal way to share data with external
entities. We believe this is very inefficient and unfair for users. We believe that users, as data owners, should be able to control,
manage, and share data about them in any way they choose and maximize the utility of their data. To achieve this, we proposed the
sensing as a service (S2aaS) model. In this article, we discuss the (S2aaS) ecosystem in terms of its architecture, components, and
related user interaction designs. This article aims to highlight the weaknesses of the current IoT ecosystem and to explain how S2aaS
would eliminate those weaknesses. We also discuss how an everyday user may engage with the S2aaS ecosystem as well as design
challenges.

Introduction
From a business perspective, IoT can be segmented into many
different sectors including smart home, smart city, smart wearables, smart manufacturing, and so on. These segments are not
mutually exclusive. The smart home and smart wearable segments have received more attention, emphasis, and investment
from the industry due to the potential value of data they collect.
Over the past few years, a large number of IoT solutions
have come into the IoT marketplace [1, 2]. Typically, each
solution is designed to perform a single or minimal number
of tasks (primary usage). For example, a smart sprinkler may
only be activated if the soil moisture falls below a certain level
in a garden. Further, smart plugs allow users to control electronic appliances (including legacy appliances) remotely or
create automated schedules. Such automation not only brings
convenience to users but also reduces resource wastage (e.g.,
through efficient planning and predictions). Some other IoT
solutions such as Fitbit and Beddit [1, 2] collect and analyze
information about individuals, and present somewhat useful
and summarized information back to the owner.

own the data captured by these devices. We should be able to
do whatever we like with the data, including sharing and trading them with entities we prefer, under our own terms. It is no
secret that personal data has significant economic value [3]. In
the traditional Internet domain, as well as in mobile and social
media domains, consumer data is considered a gold mine. So
why shouldn’t we get to control our data and monetize it?
However, it is important to note that most of us (i.e., non-technical data owners) are not able to analyze our own data due to
lack of expertise. Therefore, most of the time, it will be required
to share the data with external parties in order to get the data
analyzed and processed, and useful knowledge derived.

Addressing Weaknesses in the IoT Ecosystem

The data collected by each IoT solution is only used by themselves and stored in access-controlled silos. After the primary
usage, data is either discarded or locked down in independent
data silos. Each IoT solution aims to bring some value to our
lives. For example, Fitbit “motivates you to reach your health
and fitness goals by tracking your activity, exercise, sleep,
weight and more.”1 We acknowledge that such IoT solutions
are useful. However, what if we want to combine and correlate our Fitbit data with Beddit data? Fitbit and Beddit are
two different IoT solutions developed by two different companies. In today’s IoT ecosystem, we do not have a formal way to
combine data from different IoT solutions and perform analysis
and reasoning over combined datasets. There is a significant
amount of knowledge hidden in these independent IoT product
silos that can be used to improve our lives (including behaviors,
habits, and life patterns) and reduce wastage through efficient
resource consumption.
On the other hand, there are also social and economic reasons to claim that the current IoT ecosystem is unfair and inefficient. We purchase different IoT devices. Therefore, we should

Let us identify the requirements of an ideal solution that
addresses the weakness mentioned above in the existing IoT
ecosystem:
• Data Trading [4]: Data owners should be able to trade/share
their data (captured by the IoT solutions they own) with the
entities they prefer.
• Marketplace: For data trading, there should be a meeting
place where data owners and data consumers can meet at
minimum or no cost.
• Control: Data sharing should happen under the conditions
imposed by respective data owners. In the current mobile
app ecosystem, users have no other option than to provide
all the permissions requested by a given app. In an ideal data
marketplace [5], data owners should be able to negotiate in
detail which data items are to be traded and under what conditions [6].
• Rewards: Personal data has value [7]. Therefore, data owners
should be able to receive rewards by sharing their data with
external entities. Rewards [4] may have several shapes such
as cash, points, bitcoins, vouchers, discounts, free goodies,
and, more importantly, useful advice.
• Ease of Use: Tools and techniques need to be put in place in
a way that even an average non-technical user can engage
with the ecosystem. For example, the data owner needs to
be properly informed regarding the data trading activities,
risks, and consequences involved.
• Security and Privacy: Data need to be secure at all times
(during acquisition, storage, and analysis). Further, the individual data owner’s privacy needs to be ensured.
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Figure 1. Data market for sensing as a service in the smart home domain.

sensIng as a serVIce
Sensing as a service aims to address all the weaknesses mentioned above by demonstrating the above characteristics. It is
a vision and a business model promoting data exchange (i.e.,
trading) between data owners and data consumers. Imagine a
world where data owners (who own IoT solutions) are rewarded (e.g., money, loyalty points, gifts, vouchers, bitcoin, actionable advice) for sharing (i.e., trading) their data (collected by
IoT products). From the other end, companies (i.e., data consumers) get to better understand their customers (i.e., data
owners). As a result, companies will be able to optimize their
business operations, by saving costs and creating new products
and services better fitting individual customer needs. Data consumers may recover their data acquisition costs through business process optimization and increased customer (i.e., data
owner) satisfaction. Data consumers can be governments or
not-for-profits as well [8]. The S2aaS model is discussed in detail
in [9]. It is important to note that the S2aaS model is not limited
to personal data sharing. Instead, it applies to smart cities as
well, where data is not owned by individuals, but also by the
organization, as well as the public (i.e., government).
However, the most dramatic change is expected to happen in
the personal data domain. Therefore, in this article, we primarily
focus on personal data sharing. Let us explain the S2aaS using the
smart home scenario. Next, we also discuss a smart city scenario.
TastyCoﬀee is a coffee products manufacturer keen to know
how people like Jane consume coffee (patterns, amounts, etc.).
Jane is a restaurant manager living alone in her own house. She
has three different IoT products in her house, as illustrated in Fig.
1. TastyCoffee wants to know whether there are any relationships between activity patterns, quality of sleep, and coffee consumption (different variations). For example, TastyCoﬀee would
like to discover any consumer patterns (e.g., whether people
tend to drink less coffee on a day with fewer workouts). Currently, the only way that they could discover this kind of information
is through user surveys and focus group studies. However, such
methods are time-consuming, inaccurate, and expensive to carry
out. However, if TastyCoﬀee could access Jane’s silo (and thousands of other similar users) consisting of data recorded from
all three IoT products she owns, it would be able to understand
Jane (and also thousands of other similar users) better and optimize its product supply chain. Such optimization would allow
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TastyCoﬀee to reduce costs and wastage, which would increase
profits. Further, such data would help TastyCoﬀee to improve its
product lines and introduce new products to the market rapidly,
which would also lead to a strengthening of its brand value.
From Jane’s perspective, the rewards (e.g., voucher, discounts)
received from TastyCoﬀee would motivate her to participate and
trade data in the S2aaS model.
Jane primarily uses these IoT solutions due to the importance
of their primary functions. She has a smart coffee machine that
automatically brews coffee when she gets up in the morning,
so by the time she arrives in the kitchen, coffee is ready for
her. Moreover, she has a smart activity monitor, Fitbit, which
monitors her exercise patterns, food intake, step counts, goals,
and so on. Finally, Jane uses Beddit to monitor her sleep pattern
and quality. These IoT solutions are manufactured by different
companies, and they work independently. However, the S2aaS
ecosystem would allow both Jane and external entities to trade
data in exchange for rewards.
Data consumers may also use S2aaS to fulfill very complex
data requirements. We believe that to gather whatever data, or
just “big data,” does not have much value in some circumstances. Let us consider the following data requirement:
• Collect ECG, SpO2 (oxygen level in blood) data, activity data,
and sleep data where the data owners follow the daily pattern of sleeping at least six hours, drink coﬀee more than two
times per day, go to the gym in the evenings and at least go
to gym 3 times a week, constrained to certain geographical
location (and maybe age group restrictions as well).
In today’s IoT ecosystem, there is no way to fulfil data
requirement such as above. However, with the help of different
IoT solutions, S2aaS could fulfill such queries. It is important to
note that, in some circumstances, data captured by IoT solutions can be used to validate data collection conditions (see the
above data request) and in other circumstances, data captured
by IoT solutions become the result set to data requests.
In a similar line of thinking, let us consider a data request by
a data consumer related to a smart city domain [10]:
• Collect crowed movement data, weather data, parking data,
and gender ratio and age groups of people who attend a local
event in the “Newcastle City” stadium when there is a diﬀerent national event streamed/telecasted in online/TV.
This data request is coming from a data consumer called
ExcellentMarketing, a private firm specialized in viral and
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Figure 2. Data market for sensing as a service in the smart city domain.

effi cient promotional campaigns. In today’s IoT ecosystem,
there is no way to fulfill data requirements such as this one.
However, reward-based S2aaS would encourage private and
public entities to make their data available to external entities to be requested and traded in exchange for rewards.
S 2aaS makes it very easy with small budgets to collect large
volumes of, but more importantly most relevant, data, not
just big data.
It is important to note that in this article, we only focus on data
market places where personal data is somehow involved. For example, in both use cases discussed above, there is a single individual
who owns the personal data. However, we would like to acknowledge that there is an entire segment of industrial data trading where
either public or private entities own data, but not individuals. Some
of the leading companies have already started creating industrial
data marketplaces allowing business to create new revenue streams
using their existing sensing infrastructure.2 In this article, we consider such industrial data trading beyond the scope.

archItecture and components
Let us now present the main components of the S2aaS ecosystem. It is important to note that, based on reliability, security,
and privacy expectations, the actual architecture may vary.
Today’s mobile app ecosystem has largely inspired our design
thinking. We identify five major components:
1. Data Bucket
2. Data Market
3. Data Studio
4. Data Mill
5. Data Oven
Data Bucket: This service is responsible for gathering data
from different IoT solutions. It interfaces with data owners using
a mobile app where it allows data owners to express their privacy preferences, receive recommended data requests, trade
data, and negotiate data trading [11]. We walk you through the
Data Bucket app later in this article in order to demonstrate
how data owners may engage with the S2aaS ecosystem. Each
data owner has its own Data Bucket.
Data Market: This service is similar to the Google Play app
store. Instead of apps, Data Market stores, organizes, dissemi2
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nates, and manages data requests. Data Market also organizes
and manages metadata provided by individual Data Buckets.
Such metadata allows Data Market to distribute data requests
appropriately to compatible and interested data owners.
Data Studio: This service allows data consumers to create
their data requests easily. It provides the necessary integrated
development-environment-like interface that allows data consumers to compose data requests efficiently and effectively.
Each data request is a package of several pieces of information
that includes data requirements, rewards, privacy risks, analytical components, and other information. It is important to note
that standardization of data format for data exchange is vital for
the success of this module. There are some ongoing efforts in
this area such as IoTivity (iotivity.org), Hypercat (hypercat.io),
and AllJoyn (openconnectivity.org).
Data Mill: This is a technical infrastructure service component
where personal data is being processed in combination with open
data (e.g., weather data). No stakeholders are involved with this
component directly. A brand new milling machine is created in
order to gather and process data from a single data owner. It is not
allowed to combine personal data from different individuals within
a single machine mill [12]. The Data Mill could be located either
in the cloud or in the local device within the smart home (e.g., as
part of Amazon Echo or Google Home) [13]. We envision that in
the future, companies would prefer to process the data locally on
the edge of the network to avoid (or minimize) any legal challenges
and hefty GDPR-related penalties.
Data Oven: This is also part of the technical infrastructure
service. It receives data from the Data Mill where initial data
processing occurs. Data from multiple different individuals are
processed together within the Data Oven.
Figure 3 illustrates the high-level architecture of the S 2aaS
ecosystem including some of the most important communication aspects.
The sensing as a service model builds on top of the existing IoT
ecosystem. The IoT solutions are typically registered and configured
by data owners. These IoT solutions communicate with their companion cloud services, and data is frequently pushed back in order
to be analyzed and for knowledge to be extracted. Data owners
need to register themselves by creating and configuring a Data
Bucket account. Once logged in the Data Bucket app, data owners
are provided with user interfaces that allow them to connect IoT
solutions to the Data Bucket.
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In the example, Jane has connected Fitbit,
Beddit, and Smart coffee machine to her Data
Bucket account. During each of these configuration processes, data owners are allowed to
express their preferences in terms of which data
 
  
items they would like to trade under what con
ditions, and so on.
Let us now look at the other end of the
S2aaS ecosystem, the data consumers. Data
$
consumers first need to do some preliminary


research and determine the kinds of data they
(

need to gather in order to support their objec%
tives. In the sample scenario, the data consum&
er needs to research activity, sleep patterns,
 
and their relationship with coffee consumption.
The data consumer then needs to use the
Data Studio to create the data request. The data
 !
 ! 
request comprises several pieces of information
"  #
including data items requested, the intention
'
of data gathering, knowledge expected to be
derived, technologies used to process and analyze, rewards wished to be provided, and so on.
The Data Studio packages this request and publishes it in the Data Market. The Market then
pushes it to the matching data owners.
Depending on the initial configuration, data
owners will either receive the data request as
a notification or will be listed under the recommended data trading section in the Data Bucket
app. Data owners may open up the request to
continue trading data. Data owners can use the
+ *
Data Bucket app to negotiate with the respec) *  *  
tive data consumers regarding rewards, and the
exact data to be traded (e.g., data granularity,
duration, etc.). We present some examples later
in the article. Once both the data owner and the Figure 3. Major components in the sensing as aservice ecosystem.
consumer agree, a digital contract will be made.
The Data Market passes the authorization to
owners can then select which data items they would like to trade
gather data (as per the agreement) to the Data Mill in order to
and several other preferences. Using a similar process, data owners
perform data processing. At the same time, data owners receive
can connect different IoT solutions. As a result, Data Bucket knows
the agreed reward. In the Data Mill, personal data is processed in
which data items are available for trade by each data owner.
combination with the data gathered from open data sources (e.g.,
In a separate screen (Fig. 4d), data owners are provided with
public data such as weather). Once completed, processed data is
a list of recommended data trading offers. Data trading opporsent to the Data Oven in order to perform further processing and
tunities can be broadly categorized into two, namely, one-time
analysis, and derive expected knowledge. At this stage, data from
and subscriptions. Once data owners decide to explore further
multiple users are processed together.
with any of the trading offers, they are provided with a secondary screen, as shown in Fig. 4e.
Data owners are provided with details of a particular data
nVIsIonIng cosystem and
trading offer (who is the data consumer, what is the intention,
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challenges In user engagement

Let us now go through the major user interfaces provided by
the Data Bucket app in order to explain how a typical non-technical user may participate with the S 2aaS ecosystem. Our
intention is not to make the user interface (UI) designs perfect.
Instead, we aim to envision the high-level objectives of each
screen. These interfaces allow us to highlight challenges in the
user interaction design.
Figure 4a shows the login screen of the Data Bucket app.
The Data Bucket is the central account for data owners who
interact with the S 2aaS ecosystem. Each Data Bucket is registered with one or more Data Markets. Once logged in, as
shown in Fig. 4b, a list of IoT products is shown. Data owners
can click the IoT solutions they own and configure them. As
shown in Fig. 4c, the Data Bucket app provides an interface for
data owners to enter their credentials related to each IoT solution (e.g., login details for the Fitbit account).
Data Bucket knows the exact data items that a particular IoT
solution can provide (e.g., Fitbit provides body weight, physical
activity, step count, body mass index, and sleep duration). Data
IEEE Internet of Things Magazine • December 2018

An Analogy
You can think of the data consumer as a baker (Joe the friendly baker). Let us
assume he wants to make a new coffee cake. He first builds the recipe using his
recipe book (Data Studio). Once he is happy with the recipe, he goes to the market
(Data Market) and buys coffee beans, wheat, sugar, eggs, and all other ingredients
(Data). Then Joe goes to his village mill (Data Mill) and rents three different milling
machines that are designed for different grinding requirements, one for wheat, one
for sugar, and one for coffee. Joe had to wait until a few other village men finished
their grindings and released the milling machines. An important rule in the mill
is that each batch from each customer needs to be grinded separately. However,
depending on the grinding requirements, customers can pick a specialized machine.
Once all done, Joe takes all ingredients to his bakery. He combines all the ingredients according the recipe he built earlier. Joe bakes his cake in his oven (Data Oven)
until he is satisfied with the outcome. The coffee cake (Insights) is ready!
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Figure 4. Data bucket envisioned user experience.

what analytics are used, how analytics are certified, what knowledge is expected to be derived, etc.). Data owners can negotiate how much data they want to trade under which conditions
and how much reward they would expect in return.
Once both parties agree, details can be seen on a different
screen, as shown in Fig. 4f. This screen allows data owners to claim
their rewards (Fig. 4g) and cancel existing subscriptions. One of the
important types of reward is actionable (useful) advice. Instead of
giving financial rewards, data consumers agree to provide useful
advice to the data owners through a designated app or through the
Data Bucket app’s insights screen, as shown in Fig. 4h.
Typically, data owners are non-technical personnel. Therefore, the above-mentioned UIs and interactions should be built
in such a way that they can be used with minimum technical
knowledge. The challenge is to evaluate data requests made
by data consumers and generate risk-reward analysis reports
so that the data owners can make informed data trading decisions. Visually representing risk-reward analyses in such a way
that they are detailed enough for data owners to be informed
accurately, but simple enough to be understood easily and
quickly is an important feature toward the success of the S2aaS
model. One of the challenges is to determine what information
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is important for each data owner when engaging with data trading and how such information can be presented to them.
Another challenge is to decide what kind of controls should
be given to data owners during both the negotiation and
post-trading stages. The data buying and selling processes should
be simple enough to take place repeatedly without requiring
significant amounts of input and time from data owners. Finally,
what aspects of a data trading transaction are negotiable and
nonnegotiable is also an important question. Baarslag et al. [14]
have provided some insights toward data trading negotiations.
Before concluding this article, it is worth briefly looking at
existing IoT platforms and their position concerning the S2aaS
model. In summary, no platform currently supports personal
data marketplaces (Table 1).

Conclusion
Throughout this article, we discuss why sensing as a service has
the capability to fix the weaknesses in the existing IoT ecosystem. It also addresses both social and economic issues related to IoT by bringing the data ownership back to the owners
and generating value for all the stakeholders. Today, we see a
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glimpse of data trading efforts. For example, Google Opinion
Reward and Survey.com are mobile applications that selectively present survey questionnaires to users. Users are paid
for answering the questionnaire surveys. Survey questionnaires
have issues including accuracy of answers, difficulty in asking
lots of questions (users get bored quickly, despite the fact that
they are getting paid), difficulty in getting answers due to the
fact that users may not remember (e.g., how many times did
the user drink coffee over the last month), and so on. Therefore, we can imagine how much value is hidden in the data
captured by different IoT solutions. The sensing as a service
ecosystem allows us to liberate our data from large corporations where we do not have much control over the data or
what they would potentially do with our data. Further, the
S2aaS ecosystem would bring down the data acquisition cost
significantly. In conclusion, S2aaS adds some level of discipline
to personal data collection and usage by third-party entities,
while it brings controllability, accountability, and fairness (e.g.,
rewards) to the IoT ecosystem.

Platform

Position

ThingSpeak (thingspeak.com)

All these platforms are designed to help build
IoT applications quickly. They typically provide
mechanisms to communicate with IoT devices
(e.g. API). Additionally, they would provide
common features such as data storage, analytics,
visualizations, event triggers, and notifications.
These platforms are designed to assume that
the data they manage is owned by the IoT application owners. There is no data marketplace
concept built into the design.

Xively (xively.com)

Ubidots (ubidots.com)

OpenIoT (openiot.eu)
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This is the only platform that supports the S2aaS
model by design. However, its primary focus is
industrial data. More specifically, it addresses
the problem of semantic data modeling where
data can be queried over heterogeneous data
sources without knowing underlying hardware
and software structures in the context of IoT. Further, OpenIoT is focused on data acquisition for
free. No pricing mechanisms are implemented
into the platform.

Table 1. Current IoT platforms and their position concerning the

S2aaS model.
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Enabling a Blockchain-Based IoT Edge
Muhammad Salek Ali, Massimo Vecchio, and Fabio Antonelli

Abstract
Within many industry verticals, the Internet of Things provides the means to collect and analyze crucial data for optimizing system performance. The technical evolution of IoT is shifting its computational capabilities away from centralized cloud platforms to a
decentralized IoT edge. The IoT edge faces challenges in providing fully decentralized security mechanisms, as well as built-in guarantees for user-data privacy. In recent years, blockchain has been viewed as a potential fabric for a secure, decentralized IoT edge
due to its inherent features of fault tolerance, transparency, and enforcement of service level agreements through smart contracts.
Despite their virtues, blockchains have their fair share of challenges in being integrated into IoT. In this article, we discuss these challenges, as well as candidate solutions for integrating blockchains into the IoT edge.

Introduction
To the public at large, the Internet of Things may only represent a set of smart objects that provide them convenience
and assistance in measuring the steps they have taken
throughout the day, regulating the temperature of their
homes, maintaining home security, and a plethora of other
ways. The Internet of Things, as applied in a multitude of
industry verticals, has proven to cut maintenance and operating costs by significant margins, and business-to-business
relations stand to generate $300 billion annually with IoT
[1]. With the explosive growth of IoT, there has been a need
for a rapid evolution in how IoT is deployed. Traditionally,
IoT has been deployed over centralized infrastructures using
cloud servers for communications, storage, data management, identification, and security provision. Considering the
increasing amount of devices being interconnected through
IoT, as well as the rise of IoT applications that aim to provide
fine-grained services, IoT generates massive amounts of data
that go through further processing for delivering insight to
service providers and IoT users.
In traditionally centralized cloud-based IoT, all data generated is uploaded to the cloud, and the cloud directs communications and computational results back to IoT devices.
Subsquently, this creates a great demand for networking
resources, and with increasing volumes of incoming data,
a centralized infrastructure will prove to be a bottleneck in
IoT. This issue is particularly exacerbated in time-sensitive
applications, where centralized cloud-based architectures
do not meet the demand for real-time communications. Furthermore, IoT devices have limited capabilities in terms of
power, storage, and computation, so scheduling computation to more capable devices becomes important. Therefore,
to address the issues of computational and networking bottlenecks, it has become important for decentralized computational resources to be brought as close as possible to the
users, at the edge of IoT.
Edge computing represents a shift in computational and storage capability that is being brought to the IoT network edge.
Due to its proximity to users, a more capable IoT edge alleviates peaks in traffic flows and limits transmission latency during
data processing and storage events. Despite each individual
edge computational node being as capable as a centralized
cloud server, the IoT edge provides improved quality of service (QoS) to users. When shifting IoT toward a decentralized
deployment, as seen in edge computing, one of the challenges
is to provide equally decentralized security mechanisms to protect network resources and data transfer events. Along with
Digital Object Identifier: 10.1109/IOTM.2019.1800024
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decentralization in IoT, it is essential to have trust built into the
system, especially in cases where the edge computing services
are owned or managed by multiple different entities. In recent
years, blockchain technology has gained attention in research
efforts toward developing a trusted and secure decentralized
fabric for IoT and edge computing in general.
Blockchains, or distributed ledger technologies, are a natural fit for the decentralized edge computing paradigm. At
their core, blockchains are distributed ledgers of verifiable,
signed, and encrypted transactions that occur over a network. Since all nodes in a decentralized blockchain network
carry a copy of the ledger, malicious actors cannot compromise the contents of the blockchain without breaking the
cryptographic cipher. Furthermore, smart contracts written
into the blockchain enforce service level agreements, which
each transaction has to abide by within the application for
which a smart contract is written. Smart contracts bring programmable flexibility to blockchains, which the doors for
distributed application (dApp) development. Blockchains
are not only applicable in scenarios that involve untrusted
parties, but also in distributed, autonomous systems. Autonomous edge computing for IoT requires trusted and secure
data communications, without relying on centralized cloud
servers. As the IoT edge grows steadily more empowered
and enhanced with 5G applications, more researchers are
drawn toward leveraging the blockchains to provide algorithmic consensus over data transactions and ensuring trust in
the IoT edge.
As appealing as the vision of a blockchain-based IoT edge
is, it will not be manifested overnight. Integrating blockchains
into the IoT edge has significant challenges that researchers
are endeavouring to overcome so as to reap the benefits of
a decentralized and democratic IoT. In this article, we review
these challenges, as well as the trends and integration schemes
seen in recent research efforts toward bringing the blockchain
and the IoT edge together.

Toward a Decentralized IoT Edge
A capable IoT edge allows edge nodes to meet service
demands by limiting bandwidth consumption and latency.
While this model allows for rapid and flexible deployment of
IoT applications, the edge computation nodes operate under
various third-party entities, thus making it difficult to ensure
a uniform level of security throughout the IoT edge. Figure 1
illustrates a three-layer representation of edge-computing-based
IoT. The intelligent gateways at the edge computing layer are
much closer to the end users themselves, and are interconnected to perform end-to-end IoT communications with as
low latency as possible. Such gateways can even perform data
IEEE Internet of Things Magazine • December 2018
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Figure 1. Layer architecture of edge-computing-based IoT.

handling and analytics locally, without relying heavily on cloud
servers [2]. Most IoT applications have requirements in terms of
transmission, computation, and storage. The edge computing
layer provides faster response times for IoT applications, whereas the cloud server provides higher computation power and
larger storage; thus, the IoT benefits from both edge and cloud
servers. Edge computing also mitigates availability issues and
those pertaining to single points of failure, since the entirety of
the sensor data generated no longer needs to be handled by
centralized servers.
The edge is built on various technologies like peer-to-peer
systems, network virtualization, and wireless networking. Virtualized container-based functionality within the IoT edge has
proven to be a huge step forward in IoT-edge application development, interoperability, and adoption [3]. As containerized
IoT applications become more prevalent, real-time IoT services
and analytics are drawing nearer to the edge without reliance
on centralized cloud-based orchestration. As IoT grows, the IoT
and edge computing will become inseparable. In the adoption
of edge-computing IoT, the most important issues that demand
consideration are security and privacy.
Despite the lofty goals of decentralization, edge computing
raises some unforeseen opportunities for malicious behavior.
One of the typical security related problems in edge computing
is authenticating gateways on different levels. For example, in
IoT energy management systems, adversaries can compromise
smart meters by falsifying data and spoofing IP addresses, thus
rendering such systems vulnerable. Equivalent decentralized
security strategies are difficult to enforce, considering that IoT
edge nodes may be managed by different entities.
In traditional network security, security policies are determined by a network administrator, whereas in an edge computing network, these policies may not be as effective due to
the large attack surface area. Other than modification attacks,
or eavesdropping, attackers can launch denial of service (DoS)
attacks that debilitate a network and waste network resources
at the edge.
The large attack surface of a decentralized IoT edge also
opens the gates to privacy concerns. Eavesdropping attacks
can reveal personal information about habits and preferences
of users, including even highly sensitive data like credit card
information. Homomorphic encryption [4] and non-intrusive
load leveling (NILL) can protect users’ privacy; however, they
become problematic to implement in an environment where
the edge node devices are owned by third parties. Another
form of privacy intrusion arises when attackers are able to
obtain information about the users registered with a specific
edge computing node, from which the attacker can infer an
approximation of the users’ locations.
In recent years, distributed ledger technology, or blockchains, have been seen to provide a decentralized fabric of
security to peer-to-peer networks. Blockchains may be seen as
the ideal security solution for the IoT edge [5]; however, practiIEEE Internet of Things Magazine • December 2018

In an economy driven by data, IoT users are made to surrender their IoT data to third parties, in exchange for services. As
a general rule, IoT users are not in control of the quality and
quantity of data that is being harvested by third-party entities.
While data privacy regulations can force service providers to
declare the nature of the data being collected, these declarations often get buried in lengthy terms of privacy documents,
which are frequently ignored. To truly empower IoT users, and
in extension the IoT edge, blockchains offer a fundamental
rethinking of how private-by-design solutions can be implemented over decentralized networks. Blockchains are distributed
ledgers that maintain records of any data transactions that take
place in a network. These records are accessible and verifiable
for all members of a blockchain peer-to-peer network, and with
this accountability comes power to the users in exercising control of their data and democratically deciding how much their
data is worth in an open IoT marketplace.
Blockchain-based solutions eliminate the need for trusted
intermediaries in the way of providing security. In decentralized blockchain-based IoT, end-to-end communications would
not need to go through centralized servers; nor would they
need centralized entities for performing authentication. Transactions logged in the blockchain are digitally signed and timestamped, thus making blockchain networks inherently capable
of performing authentication on a transactional level. Terms
and conditions for executing transactions under specific applications can be scripted in smart contracts, including negotiations for micro-transactions as well as access control policies.
In addition to developing applications through smart contracts,
blockchains can be conducive to securing virtualized container-based IoT applications. In container-based deployments,
software becomes a commodity that can be traded and shared
based on access control policies written into smart contracts.
Blockchains, in this case, can provide a decentralized identity
management and authentication layer to securely proliferate
containerized applications.
However, as blockchains careen toward the trough of disillusionment in their hype cycle, the challenges in the way of manifesting the vision of a blockchain-based IoT edge are becoming
clear. In applications beyond cryptocurrencies, especially IoT,
blockchains have a severe limitation in terms of scalability [5].
IoT generates an unprecedentedly large amount of data, with a
sharply high frequency of data generation events. If all the data
generated by IoT were to be encrypted and stored onto the
blockchain, the storage requirements for each full node on the
IoT edge would explode. Along with the storage requirements,
algorithmic consensus for validating new blocks introduces
latency to data transaction events. Therefore, the transaction
processing speeds of publicly deployed blockchains are limited,
and a single monolithic blockchain cannot scale up to meet the
requirements of the IoT edge.
There is also the issue of privacy within security solutions
built on singular monolithic blockchains. Blockchain addressing does not guarantee absolute anonymity [6]; therefore, if
all IoT data were to be stored on a single public blockchain,
adversaries might be able to obtain key information about user
habits or preferences. Toward this end, private or permissioned
blockchains are considered; however, since private blockchains
do not achieve the same degree of decentralization as public
blockchains, their immutability is not guaranteed.
Furthermore, not all blockchain consensus algorithms are
meant to be used in IoT. Proof-of-Work, the first consensus
algorithm used for public blockchain networks, is highly computationally expensive [7]. The computational requirements
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efi ts from the accountability features of the blockchain and
does not succeed in enforcing service level agreements for
security throughout the IoT edge in a decentralized manner.
Figure 2 is an illustration of a cloud/blockchain hybrid architecture.

Blockchain

Edge Computing

Figure 2. Cloud/blockchain hybrid architecture for the IoT.

Adapted from [8].

Issues faced by blockchain solutions
1

Poor scalability in solutions using singular monolithic blockchain

2

Lack of privacy in monolithic blockchain solutions

3

“Expensive” consensus mechanisms in public blockchains

4

Lack of guaranteed immutability in private blockchains

Table 1. Summary of issues in developing blockchain-based secu-

rity solutions.

of each participating node would steadily increase in a blockchain network achieving consensus through Proof-of-Work
as the network grows in size. Recent advances in developing
“light clients” for blockchain platforms have helped nodes issue
transactions to the blockchain network without the need for
downloading the entire blockchain [5]. Nevertheless, a single
blockchain solution would fall short in securing the IoT edge.
Table 1 summarizes the key issues practitioners may face in
developing a blockchain-based security solution, for which we
present candidate solutions in the following section.

IntegratIng blockchaIns wIth the edge
In light of the challenges surrounding blockchain-IoT convergence, research is underway to develop a functional and scalable blockchain-based IoT edge. The most recent trends in
research are to adopt more pragmatic approaches for integrating blockchains into the IoT edge, whereby every IoT communication and data generation event is not logged into a single
monolithic blockchain.

cloud-blockchaIn hYbrId IntegratIon for the Iot edge
One of the recent approaches to integrating blockchains
into IoT involves a cloud/blockchain hybrid architecture [8],
whereby a bulk of the IoT communications go through the
traditional IoT cloud and edge architecture, and the blockchain is only used in applications where public accountability
is needed. The idea is to leverage the lower-latency communications of the traditional cloud-edge architecture, as well as
the immutable record keeping functionalities of blockchains.
Such an architecture would reduce the load of recording all
generation events into the blockchain; however, it only ben-
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MultIple-blockchaIn archItectures for the Iot edge
To truly reap the benefits of a blockchain-based IoT edge, the
most promising solution is to horizontally scale blockchains over
the IoT edge. The other, more promising, approach involves
multiple locally deployed blockchains for multiple IoT edge segments, industry verticals, or even federated networks. Horizontally scaling blockchains and blockchain solutions is paramount
for blockchains to truly arrive onto the IoT edge. The idea is to
have multiple blockchains, or multiple blockchain segments,
maintain communication records and enforce service level
agreements on the entire surface area of the IoT edge. While
research efforts are ongoing to perform sharding of blockchains
on a protocol level [9], the current solution toward a blockchain-based IoT edge is a hierarchical, multi-tiered blockchain
architecture whereby inter-communicating permissioned and
permissionless blockchains aim to bring together various segments of the IoT edge without overwhelming each blockchain
network.
The edge-tier, as seen in Fig. 3, is composed of a federation
of logically separate blockchains deployed across multiple IoT
edge segments, with IoT edge computing nodes and gateways
acting as blockchain participant nodes. Thus, each IoT edge
segment can have its own ledger, terms of engagement, and
access control policies. Various IoT industry verticals can be
accounted for in each edge-tier blockchain deployment. For
example, an edge-tier blockchain for a singular industry vertical, like a smart factory, would be used to keep data confidential within the blockchain network. IoT devices in this scenario
need not participate in the consensus algorithm, but only issue
transactions to the blockchain. IoT applications with mobility requirements can have IoT devices use cellular networks
to issue transactions to their respective edge-tier blockchains.
Implementing transaction fees within edge-tier blockchains may
not cost anything in terms of money; however, it can effectively
secure edge-tier blockchains from flooding attacks in the event
that a mobile IoT device is compromised.
The edge-tier blockchain deployments are permissioned
blockchains, where resource-intensive consensus protocols like
Proof-of-Work are not necessary. Any nodes from outside the
blockchain network only gain access after receiving permission
from its existing participants. Private blockchain consensus algorithms like Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerance (PBFT) have voting mechanisms that generate higher network overhead than
public blockchain consensus algorithms like Proof-of-Work.
While Ethereum, a public blockchain platform based on Proofof-Work, requires roughly 300 kb/s to run a full node, private
blockchain platforms like Tendermint have steadily increasing
network traffic overheads with increasing number of nodes [5].
Therefore, private edge-tier networks require limits on member
nodes, and need to be deployed in localized networks. Additionally, design considerations are to be made toward ensuring
the integrity of the contents of edge-tier blockchains. Since private-permissioned blockchains do not achieve the same degree
of decentralization and immutability as public-permissionless
blockchains, it becomes necessary to be able to prove the
contents of edge-tier blockchains are unmodified. As a proof
of edge-tier integrity, it is important to either use the core-tier blockchains to periodically store a hash of some recently
added blocks in each edge-tier blockchain or use a separately
deployed public blockchain as a repository for hashes of all
edge-tier blocks.
The IoT edge gateway devices participating in the edge-tier
blockchain (with Linux operating systems including Ubuntu,
IEEE Internet of Things Magazine • December 2018
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Figure 3. Multi-tiered architecture for blockchain-based IoT edge.

Debian, and Raspbian, each with support for Docker), integrate with IoT devices (sensors and actuators), and register
each data transfer and communication/actuation event into
the edge-tier blockchain. In the edge-tier of this hierarchical
architecture, specific nodes serve as gateways between the
edge-tier and the core-tier blockchains. These inter-blockchain
gateways are a building block to developing blockchain applications that span multiple edge-tier blockchains via the core-tier blockchain.
The core-tier blockchain, as seen in Fig. 3, is deployed
where the server/cloud side of a traditional architecture would
be; however, the core-tier serves as a decentralized fabric
for regulating the edge-tier itself, as well as the communications between multiple edge-tier blockchains. The core-tier
blockchain can be used as an authentication and negotiation
layer between two edge-tier blockchains, or even between
an edge-tier blockchain and a node requesting access to the
edge-tier blockchain. The core-tier blockchain can be deployed
publicly, in a “permissionless” fashion, such that any IoT edge
segment or a member of the public could join the core-tier
blockchain openly and without permission. The core-tier blockchain can employ consensus algorithms like Proof-of-Work,
which are necessary to secure deployments with unknown
participants. The core-tier blockchain consists of a network of
nodes with higher computational capabilities than the nodes at
the edge-tier. Alternative permissionless blockchain consensus
algorithms like Proof-of-Stake can ensure secure transactioning
at the core-tier, without requiring high computational complexity. However, keeping node churn in mind, Proof-of-Work may
indeed be a better choice, since block validating nodes are not
chosen at random, and nodes actively producing computational
work may validate blocks. Any nodes that leave the core-tier
blockchain can rejoin and synchronize with the updated blockchain without affecting the blockchain availability since there is
no single point of failure.
Toward enabling real-time communications between two
edge-tier blockchains, the core-tier blockchain can be used
as an authenticating medium, following which communicaIEEE Internet of Things Magazine • December 2018

tions can commence between two inter-blockchain gateways
through off-chain communication channels. Using the core-tier
blockchain for real-time applications is not feasible due to the
latency and transaction processing speeds of publicly deployed
permissionless blockchains in general. Taking transaction finality
time as a metric for latency, Bitcoin finalizes transactions in 60
minutes, and Ethereum takes 90 seconds [5]. The transaction
processing speed of Ethereum is a mere 4–6 transactions per
second, which does not make it suitable to handle real-time
communications in higher volumes. Therefore, the idea here is
to not inflate the core-tier blockchain with end-to-end communications, and to use it effectively as a decentralized security
mechanism for off-chain communication channels.
Inter-blockchain communications are being researched at
the protocol level [10]; however, blockchain applications developed on platforms like Ethereum and Hyperledger can interact at the application level. Applications that listen for specific
events in one blockchain can trigger scripts that issue transactions onto the other blockchain. Therefore, the vision of a horizontally scaling blockchain-edge architecture is an attainable
goal for providing decentralized security to multiple IoT industry
verticals.

tdag alternatIVes to blockchaIns
An alternate approach for maintaining distributed transaction
records is to store individual transactions in directed acyclic
graphs (DAGs). An example of such transaction graphs, or
TDAGs, is seen in the IOTA Tangle [14]. TDAGs, including the
IOTA Tangle, include Merkle trees of previous transaction IDs
within each transaction stored. Validation time for new transactions is theoretically cut short since incoming transactions
need only be validated by local peers of a transaction issuing
participant. The IOTA Tangle is seen as a solution for scalability
in the IoT edge, since the Tangle TDAG is not limited to linearly
processing transactions, and keeps getting wider with higher
volumes of incoming transactions. All incoming transactions
are linked to multiple previous transactions at the tip of the
Tangle, and each transaction is tasked with validating previous
transactions, thus reducing the latency that is inherent in public
blockchain consensus mechanisms.
To accommodate resource constrained IoT devices, similar
to some blockchain platforms, IOTA offers features through
which IoT devices can participate in the Tangle simply as transaction issuers, without having to store the Tangle TDAG, and
without having to expend computational power to validate
transactions. Therefore, the IOTA Tangle is a promising solution
for edge-centric solutions where micropayments can be carried
out over machine-to-machine communications.
Despite its potential benefits for the IoT edge, the IOTA
Tangle can fall victim to splitting attacks, whereby an attacker
can split the tangle into two branches and commit double
spending on them [15]. The attacker generates two transactions attached to the same set of previous transactions in
the Tangle. Any user issuing new transactions will have to
validate only one of these branches after selecting the tips of
the Tangle. When the cumulative weight of one branch goes
down, the attacker can generate multiple empty transactions
to prevent one of the branches from being discarded. Thus,
these branches keep moving forward in two separate verification paths, and the two double-spending transactions that
started the split will be considered correct. In its early stages
of deployment, the IOTA Tangle does not achieve decentralization due to its reliance on central management to mitigate security threats that arise in the event of a singular entity
amassing enough computational power to tamper with the
contents of the Tangle. Therefore, despite the promise of scalability for the IoT edge, IOTA may not be ready for production-ready deployments due to weaknesses, which are open
questions for research.
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Related Work

The techniques
discussed in this
article include
architectural
solutions for scaling
up blockchain-based
security to secure
the large attack
surface of the
IoT edge.

Recent related work in developing decentralized platforms for IoT highlight the trend shifting toward horizontally scaling blockchains to
adapt them onto the IoT edge. FairAccess [5,
references therein] is a multi-layered blockchain
architecture that aims to deliver privacy-preserving access control mechanisms for IoT
data. FairAccess includes smart contracts that
provide IoT data access to paying third parties
using cryptocurrency exchange.
Recent research shows trends where computationally capable blockchain-connected
gateways are being implemented to manage
IoT devices in an accountable and trusted manner. Reference [5] details recent research work
in which blockchain-connected gateways are
being used for isolated IoT verticals.
The authors in [11] propose a cloud-blockchain hybrid framework where industrial IoT
(IIoT) devices communicate with the cloud as
well as a blockchain. This framework relies on
more computationally capable IIoT devices,
equipped with single-board computers that can interface with
both the cloud and an Ethereum blockchain. Storage in this
solution is centralized through its use of a cloud service, while
the blockchain is used for conducting cryptocurrency transactions. The authors demonstrate the framework’s capability in
performing machine maintenance and smart diagnostics. For
readers interested in detailed information on singular blockchain integration schemes with IoT, [8] details multiple methodologies, including the cloud-blockchain hybrid integration
scheme.
Beyond isolated industry verticals, to combat the scalability
issues faced when integrating blockchains with IoT, using multiple blockchains is seen to be the most promising approach.
Recent research indicates efforts toward developing inter-blockchain communications for limiting the overall incoming transactions to a single blockchain [10]. A layered blockchain
architecture is detailed in Hybrid-IoT [12]. Hybrid-IoT uses an
amalgamation of Proof-of-Work blockchains and blockchain
inter-connector frameworks such as Polkadot or Cosmos. In this
framework, computationally capable IoT devices form peers in
multiple subgroups of Proof-of-Work sub-blockchains, which
are connected to inter-connector frameworks to enable blockchain-to-blockchain communications. The authors have implemented horizontal scalability in this solution; however, due to
the high computational requirements of Proof-of-Work consensus, resource-constrained IoT devices are not considered.
Reference [13] proposes another multi-layered blockchain
architecture for IoT with a use case for smart homes. The
authors use a two-layered architecture of an overlay public
blockchain and multiple smart home blockchains. The smart
home blockchains are centrally managed private ledgers. The
nodes managing the smart home ledgers manage the restrained
IoT devices, and connect to a specific cluster head operating in
the overlay blockchain. The authors have designed a fast and
scalable consensus algorithm for the overlay blockchain. The
scalable consensus algorithm chooses block publishing validators at random over elapsed time periods to reduce computational overhead. This consensus mechanism relies on distributed
“trust” whereby any node that has earned a reputation of being
a lawful participant will not need to have its new blocks verified
by the other participants, and vice versa. While horizontally
scaling blockchains for the IoT edge remains a fertile area for
research, using inter-blockchain gateway nodes as a bridge for
multi-tiered public and private blockchains at the application
level is attainable with current blockchain platforms, including
Ethereum and Hyperledger Fabric.
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Researchers are also focused on improving
the state of the art in TDAG-based alternative
approaches to blockchain [14]. As discussed
earlier, the IOTA Tangle holds great promise
in enabling a distributed IoT edge through distributed ledger technology. Therefore, efforts
are underway to address and mitigate its existing weaknesses. One of these efforts is G-IOTA
[15], which aims to improve upon the tip selection algorithm of the IOTA Tangle, thus improving upon the fairness of IOTA when issuing and
validating new transactions.

Conclusions

To summarize, we discuss the merits of an
empowered IoT edge for industry verticals,
toward locally managing IoT data and business
analytics. We highlight the need for decentralized security mechanisms for the IoT edge to
bolster the widespread adoption of IoT. Toward
that goal, recent research efforts have focused
on leveraging blockchains to provide builtin security and privacy guarantees to the IoT
edge. We discuss the value of a blockchain-based IoT edge
in building innovative business cases where a decentralized
marketplace of data can democratize the IoT. We assess the
challenges related to scalability in integrating blockchains into
the IoT edge. Subsequently, we discuss techniques for overcoming these challenges, and for passing through the trough
of disillusionment of the blockchain hype cycle as quickly as
possible. Since scalability solutions on a protocol level are currently being researched, the techniques discussed in this article
include architectural solutions for scaling up blockchain-based
security to secure the large attack surface of the IoT edge.
The candidate solutions discussed in this article are a cloud/
blockchain hybrid architecture whereby applications can opt to
use traditional or blockchain-based services and a multi-tiered
blockchain architecture whereby multiple blockchains interacting on the application level can coordinate and secure multiple
IoT industry verticals. As research toward decentralizing the
IoT progresses, blockchains inspire a fundamental rethinking
of how the IoT will be orchestrated in the not so distant future.
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“Smarter” Roads and Highways
Phil Laplante

Abstract
The Internet of Things can be used in conjunction with roads and highways to increase safety, reduce congestion and overall
costs of maintenance, improve traffic flow, and provide a more pleasant experience for drivers and passengers. At the same time,
there are inherent problems related to these systems such as the need to ensure safety and privacy when unexpected systems
interactions occur. In this work we provide some guidance and a vision going forward for device manufactures, planners, highway
construction companies, and other stakeholders.

Introduction
The Internet of Things (IoT) has appeared in virtually every
aspect of our lives, from commerce to healthcare to recreation.
However, aside from a handful of recent successes, the potential benefits have not been fully realized in road and highway
transportation. In this domain IoT could increase safety, lower
highway maintenance and lower vehicle operational costs, and
improve traffic flow and overall driver satisfaction. Here we
review opportunities and recent demonstrations of capabilities
and challenges for IoT-enabled roads, highways, and vehicles.
Emphasis is placed on potential unwanted and/or unanticipated
interactions. We further discuss a simple way to begin to anticipate these interactions so that they can be eliminated or mitigated using a standards-based approach. Our hope is that this
work will benefit manufacturers of smart/IoT-enabled vehicles,
roadway construction companies, city planners, and engineers,
and help accelerate deployment of fully IoT-enabled roads and
highways.

Opportunities and Recent Successes

Significant benefits will be realized when Internet of Things
(IoT) technology is fully applied to roadway transportation and
“smart” vehicles. While some small systems and proofs of concept have already been demonstrated, we know of no comprehensive IoT-based transportation systems that have been fully
deployed. For simplicity, we review three general classes of
implementation in this space: connected vehicles, traffic monitoring, and smart roads and highways.

Connected Vehicles
Connected vehicles involve wireless technologies that enable
interactions between specially equipped cars and trucks. Connected vehicles can also communicate with wireless access
points on or near the roadside (known as vehicle-to-vehicle
or V2V communications). These special access points can be
incorporated into the roadway, installed in smart traffic lights,
or utilized as mobile communication points such as cell towers
that can connect with various cloud-based services. Collectively, these technologies enable public and private enterprises and
government agencies to deliver a wide range of services for
enhanced safety, location awareness, traffic support, information, and entertainment throughout cities and along roads and
highways.
The potential benefits are significant. For example, data from
connected vehicles could be shared so that a vehicle can notify
those behind it of road hazards. IoT-enabled services can aggregate information shared by connected vehicles and provide analytics that enable advanced information and navigation services.

Connected vehicles can warn of potential danger, provide
operational redundancy and fail-safe operation, enhance performance, and lower insurance costs by tracking driver habits and
rewarding safe drivers [1]. In addition to the safety, efficiency,
and economic benefits, these features are expected to increase
driver/passenger satisfaction.
Connected vehicle pilot demonstrations have been given
in the United States in New York City, Tampa, Florida, and
elsewhere around the world. For example, the state of Wyoming recently demonstrated a forward collision warning system
using V2V communications. The system warns drivers of an
impending crash with another similarly equipped vehicle. The
state plans on expanding the pilot project to include highway
patrol vehicles, snow plows, and suitably equipped commercial
vehicles [2].

Traffic Monitoring
Intelligent transportation systems provide some of the same
benefits as connected vehicles and more, but do not necessarily require that the vehicles be fully IoT-enabled. For example, electronic toll systems (e.g., EZ-Pass in the United States)
already use simple transponder technology to register toll road
entrances and exits, and at toll points along the way. Newer
systems can also use license plate image recognition to provide the same functionality without the need for a transponder.
These systems can also provide additional services through analytics such as monitoring traffic and identifying speeders. Other
infrastructure, such as cameras, are already used to improve
traffic flow, avoid traffic and accidents, and help drivers find
parking spaces. For example, Atlanta, Georgia, has deployed
a system that uses traffic monitoring cameras to adjust traffic
signals in real time to improve flow and plans on expanding the
system so that IoT-enabled cars can adjust speed to catch green
lights [3].
Smart infrastructure, including advanced traffic lights, can
interact with various sensors built in the roadway and inside
vehicles to monitor behavior, control vehicle activity, and
enhance safety. Smart traffic lights could also send warning
signals to approaching vehicles and adjust the lighting cycle
or even initiate braking on certain vehicles to avoid accidents.
Smart traffic lights can also interact with other smart lights to
create a continuous sequence of green lights as a vehicle progresses through the traffic light intersections. Smart lights can
even manage the movement and protect the safety of bikers,
pedestrians, and crossing wildlife.
IoT-enabled traffic monitoring systems can use a combination of V2V, vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I), and infrastructure-to-infrastructure communications and analytics to manage
traffic situations. They can also interoperate with other systems
such as drones and traffic awareness services (e.g., Waze) to
provide enhanced functionality.
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“Smart” Highways

rials can facilitate more efficient just-in-time
ordering, optimize staging, and reduce loss and
overall costs.
Post Construction/Deployment: After construction, the more public facing benefits of
a smart highway system can be realized. For
example, with respect to safety, a smart highway can help monitor local and micro-weather conditions, and provide this information to
weather services and smart vehicles. The road
can also observe driver behavior to detect distracted or impaired drivers. A smart highway
system could even help locate abducted children or cognitively impaired adults. And smart
roadways can help prevent collisions with wildlife by tracking their position, issuing warnings,
and redirecting traffic flow. For example, the
state of Georgia has deployed a smart beacon
system that uses cellular-enabled school zone
warning signs to make them more intelligent
and adapt to changes in school schedules due
to weather, time changes, holidays, and other
exceptions. This system is now used in more
than 300 schools in 118 counties [6].
In ongoing roadway operations, many of
the benefits of smart highways are like those
of connected vehicles and smart traffic lights, such as managing
traffic patterns and preventing and reporting accidents. Other
operational benefits include:
• Snow removal optimization
• Managing vehicle overweight and over-length restrictions
• Roadway condition monitoring
• Coordinating with other IoT-enabled transit systems (e.g., rail,
air) to improve transit connections
For example, the city of Denver tested a “smart pavement”
system embedded with sensors within the concrete roadway
that monitor a vehicle’s weight, speed, and direction. Data analytics can then be used to redirect traffic. Denver officials plan
to deploy this system along dangerous stretches of roadway to
detect if a vehicle has run off the road [7].
Finally, smart highways present new opportunities for information and entertainment. For example, electronic signage
already delivers customizable information to drivers, but IoT-enabled signs could provide timelier, personalized, and localized
information.

IoT-enabled traffic
monitoring systems
can use a combination of V2V,
V2I, and infrastructure-to-infrastructure
communications
and analytics to
manage traffic situations.

The term “smart highway” (or road) can have
several meanings, but here we refer to a highway or road with embedded technology for
communicating with IoT-enabled vehicles and
other entities such as roadside access points
and communications towers (a.k.a. V2I communication. The Vehicle to Infrastructure Deployment Coalition (https://transportationops.org/
V2I/V2I-overview) comprises CISCO and other
companies, which have significant projects in
this direction.
Pre-Construction: Prior to construction of
a highway or road, wireless or wired IoT sensors of various kinds can be placed in the field
along the right of way. These sensors can collect data that can then be used to survey the
roadway, assess micro weather or geological
activity patterns, analyze wildlife movement
patterns, and detect other anomalies or peculiarities along the route. In the case of an existing roadway that is going to be repaired or
improved (e.g., adding a lane), in traffic analysis, this data can be safely and continuously
collected with little disruption. For example,
an IoT-based wireless accelerometer system that can measure
traffic volume and classify vehicles has been tested on Virginia roadways [4]. The kind of data that could be collected in
these IoT systems could only otherwise be gathered by continuous on-site and/or satellite observation and would be more
accurate than any simulated data.
During Construction: There are many ways that IoT can
be leveraged during the construction and repair of roads.
IoT-enabled tracking and sensing devices can be placed at the
construction site, in construction vehicles, and in construction
materials. These IoT-enabled devices can be used to enhance
safety for both the construction workers and nearby traffic
along the construction route by ensuring safe placement and
movement of construction assets and materials.
Construction equipment manufacturers are already offering
IoT-enabled products. For example, Caterpillar has for several
years offered IoT-enabled equipment, wearables, hand-held
scanners, and tracking devices, along with the supporting
software, analytics, and consulting. These capabilities, which
enable powerful applications in IoT for construction equipment,
include:
• Location tracking
• Collision avoidance
• Communicating intent
• Enhanced fault isolation
• Fuel efficiency monitoring
• Intelligent cell-phone-enabled functions
• Situational awareness
• Remote diagnostics
Many of these are already deployed in construction sites
around the world [5].
At all times, analytics from all IoT-enabled construction vehicles, materials, and workers can be used to monitor construction progress continuously and alert construction managers and
road engineers to problems sooner, thereby reducing construction costs and time to completion. For example, Pillar Technologies (www.pillar.com) offers construction site sensors and an
analytics platform to reduce construction project risks.
Placing IoT tracking and sensing devices at key locations at
the job site and in certain construction materials can also be
advantageous to construction companies and materials suppliers, and reduce losses, which pleases insurance companies.
Monitoring environmental conditions at the site can prevent
injury and damage to equipment, while tracking building mateIEEE Internet of Things Magazine • December 2018

Challenges

There are some challenges to building fully operational, large
scale IoT-enabled highways. These engineering challenges
include:
1. IoT device installation, maintenance, and provisioning
2. Protecting security and privacy
3. Managing unwanted/unanticipated interaction of systems
4. Determining an appropriate software architecture
5. Selecting the communication protocol selection for efficient
management of transmissions [8]
For brevity, we focus briefly on the first two challenges only and
address the third challenge in more detail.

Physical Device Issues
Physical device installation, communication, and maintenance
issues are significant for engineers and highway contractors.
The two most widely used wired roadway sensors are inductive
loop detectors and magnetic sensors [9]. But embedding these
sensors below the road surface requires rare, specialized crews
at a high cost.
When wireless devices are used, other problems arise. For
example, sensor effectiveness is strongly influenced by terrain
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Figure 1. Overlapping IoT domains.

properties and sensor characteristics — coverage, connectivity,
and power budget [8]. Sensors must be installed in such a way
that they are protected as normal road wear and tear, environmental effects, vandalism, and destruction by wildlife, but still
be relatively easy to replace in the event of failure. Cost-effective and non-disruptive replacement of faulty sensors is also a
significant challenge.

securIty and prIVacy
Security and privacy are of significant concern in all IoT application domains. But the safety critical nature of highways and
their potential connection to insecure systems mean that more
than the traditional amount of effort needs to be invested to

ensure the safety and privacy of people and other entities such
as businesses.
IoT highway applications incur some of the following security and privacy problems:
• Securing the physical assets of the system against accidental
damage, vandalism, and theft
• Provisioning to protect against information theft and spoofing, by attaching a certificate to the device identity
• Protecting the wirelessly transmitted information against
eavesdropping, signal jamming, and information theft
Information sharing in these systems is necessary to yield
high levels of efficiency and functionality, but sharing of information has privacy implications. For example, there may be a
benefit to sharing driving information with insurance companies
for the purposes of rewarding good behavior with lower premiums. But that same information could put the driver in legal
jeopardy if governmental entities use this data to identify speeders or scofflaws. And there are clear problems with respect to
false positive identification. Police have been using forensic
data gathered from onboard auto sensors for some time, and
this trend will expand to include data from other cars and the
highway at the site of a crash. Significant challenges are likely
to arise for accident reconstructions that depend on millisecond
accuracy, but with sensors that may not provide accurate timestamps. There are also ethical issues. For example, if two cars
can communicate and it is determined that some action needs
to be taken to avoid damage to both (and possible occupant
injury), which car takes the action? What if only one vehicle can
be saved — which one is it?

systeM InteractIons
A significant challenge for designers of smart roads and highways is the unplanned creation of new systems of systems.
This challenge results from the introduction of new vehicles,
persons, buildings, and other assets into the system after it is
deployed, presenting a dynamic multi-domain analysis problem.

Does this
highway
support all
IoT features?

Is this
smart
highway
safe?

Does this
highway
support all
IoT features?

smart vehicle
manufacturers

smart vehicle users
other road users

Are we
interacting
with the smart
highway?

Is the highway
meeting its
speciﬁcations?
Is their
interference?
IoT enabled highway
owners
users of other
transportation

IoT enabled
infrastructure owners

Did we
build the
highway
right?

Is their
interference?

road engineers
business and home
owners

Figure 2. Partial rich picture of stakeholders for IoT-enabled highway system.
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Figure 3. Partial interaction diagram derived from Fig. 2.

Clearly there are many domains that can interact as an
IoT-enabled vehicle travels on an IoT-enabled road or highway.
We can depict a simplified view of this multi-domain problem
using a Venn diagram, as shown in Fig. 1.
Here, the “interests” of the respective domains are shown as
non-uniform overlapping circles. Clearly this diagram is incomplete, and changes as vehicles enter and travel along the road.
In the automotive industry there is one well understood set of
problems, domain language, standards, and so on. But there is
a different set for IoT, for the highway construction industry,
and for every type of utility and business that a road or highway
can encounter.
Consider that an IoT-enabled car (or roadway) deliberately
(or accidentally) interacts with another domain’s IoT (say one
that is associated with a shopping mall parking lot). How do the
differences between the domain vocabularies, standards, practices, protocols, and so forth mesh up? Are there new synergies
to be had? What problems are created? For example, when an
IoT-enabled emergency vehicle appears, a whole new set of
standards, vocabulary, and interest are introduced. In the same
way inadvertent ad hoc networks could be created, causing all
kinds of unwanted interactions, and interesting (and dangerous)
use cases and scenarios.

addressIng the probleM of systeM InteractIon

The first step in anticipating ad hoc system interactions is to
conduct a comprehensive identification of relevant stakeholders for an IoT highway. Relevant stakeholders include manufacturers, owners, and users of IoT-enabled artifacts in the
system under consideration and those which could possibly
interact with that system. Identifying the stakeholders permits
an analysis of their concerns and sources of possible interactions. Then approaches to eliminate or mitigate these unwanted interactions can be undertaken. We address only the first
two steps in this process — identification of stakeholders and
IEEE Internet of Things Magazine • December 2018

their concerns — in the remainder of this article. Finally, we
discuss the role of standards in helping to resolve the problems of system interactions.

staKeholder analysIs
There are many different techniques for stakeholder identification, but it is not our intent to review them. Instead, we take
an approach used by highway construction engineers based
on the State of Michigan Department of Transportation’s “The
Guidelines for Stakeholder Engagement” [10]. This document is
a useful starting point to identify stakeholders for highway and
road systems.
Based on the approach suggested in this Michigan document, we have identified the following eight stakeholder groups
and several principal concerns.
1. Owners and responsible parties for IoT-enabled smart highways — These include state, federal, or local Departments of
Transportation and public/private partnerships. Concern: Is
the highway meeting its specifications?
2. Smart vehicle manufacturers. Concern: Does this highway
support all IoT features? Are our vehicles taking advantage of
all features provided by the highway?
3. Users of smart vehicles — These include drivers and passengers. Concern: Is this experience safe, convenient, and fun?
4. Other users of roads — These include drivers of non-smart
vehicles, emergency services, and, when permitted, cyclists
and pedestrians. Concern: Is this smart highway safe?
5. Users of other modes of transportation — These are nearby
systems such as (rail, harbor, airport) sources of interference
and signals. Concern: Are these interacting with the smart
highway?
6. Engineers — These involve design, construction, work zone
safety, maintenance, utilities, and so on. Concern: Did we build
the highway correctly? Did we build the correct highway?
7. Owners of businesses and homes — These could interact
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Figure 4. Partial interaction diagram annotated with some potentially applicable standards.

with IoT-enabled vehicles along and with the highways. Concerns: Are the buildings interfering with or being interfered
by an IoT highway or any of its elements?
8. Owners of IoT-enabled infrastructures — Examples are
power plants and water distribution systems. Concern: Is the
infrastructure interfering with or being interfered by an IoT
highway or any of its elements?
Rich Pictures are stylized drawings based on informal rules,
and are useful for visualizing stakeholders and their principal
concerns. The people and systems they represent are depicted
by simple icons, and it is also conventional to show a cloud
along with each actor depicting one principle concern for that
role. The simple interactions between these actors and the system are shown by directed arrows, where an arrow represents
affectation. A partial Rich Picture for a smart highway system
based on the previous stakeholder analysis is shown in Fig. 2.
Rich pictures are used to ensure that stakeholders are not
left out. For example, from the picture we might see that some
stakeholders are missing, including environmentalists, local government regulators, special interest groups, and more. Therefore, we could continue with one or more iterations of this Rich
Picture until we are satisfied that all stakeholder groups and
relevant artifacts in the system are identified.

IdentIfy potentIal for unwanted InteractIons
Continuously refining a Rich Picture ensures that all stakeholders in the system are identified. Once the stakeholders and the
systems they represent are finalized, the interactions between
these systems need to be identified. In Fig. 2 only simple and
direct interactions are shown. But there are potentially more
complex interactions. Sources of these interactions include
other vehicles, IoT-enabled devices inside vehicles (e.g., cell
phones, IoT-enabled cargo), stationary objects (e.g., cell towers,
smart infrastructure, buildings, interactive signage), highways
(e.g., toll booths, traffic sensors and counters), drones, and
more. For example, consider the (partial) enhanced Rich Picture
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shown in Fig. 3, which is an enhanced version of Fig. 2 (concern clouds omitted for simplicity).
Here we show possible complex interactions. For example,
what happens when a device in an IoT-enabled vehicle interacts
with a nuclear power plant? Or interference from a water treatment plant interferes with operations of the highway? There are
many others not shown, and nearly every IoT-enabled element
in Fig. 3 can interact with any other if they come within range.
Hypothesizing every potential third party interference scenario
that could occur is not feasible — this is the challenge that has
faced safety-critical system developers for decades. But this
methodology gives us a way to identify interactions that might
otherwise be missed.
Once the Rich Picture diagram, with all its complex interactions, is complete, a set of use and misuse cases can be created, and prevention and mitigation strategies can be considered.
Analyzing the possible effects of unwanted interactions is a difficult analytical problem. But standards compliance is an important means to help mitigate this problem.

IdentIfyIng approprIate standards
Achieving functionality, interoperability, safety, and more for
smart highways requires a careful stakeholder analysis, understanding of the changing domains, identifying potential for interactions, and planning for adherence to applicable standards.
IEEE (and its association and industrial partners) supports nearly
100 standards applicable to IoT [11].
For example, IEEE 802.11p standardizes V2V and V2I communications. The IEEE 1609 family of standards for Wireless
Access in Vehicular Environments (WAVE) define an architecture and standardized set of services and interfaces for secure
V2V and V2I wireless communications.
There are also standards for cross-domain interactions. The
P2413 Standard for an Architectural Framework for the Internet of Things is intended to promote cross-domain interaction
through:
IEEE Internet of Things Magazine • December 2018

• Descriptions of various IoT domains
• Definitions of IoT domain abstractions
• Identification of commonalities between different IoT
domains [11]
Further, the P1451-99 Standard for Harmonization of Internet of Things Devices and Systems defines a metadata bridge
to facilitate IoT protocol transport for sensors, actuators, and
devices [11]. Both P2413 and P1451-99 are critically important.
Figure 4 shows an annotated version of Fig. 3 with some of the
potentially applicable standards identified.
The number of standards is daunting, and their effectiveness
is contingent on:
• Identifying all relevant standards in an ever changing domain
space
• Identifying systems interactions
• Assuming compliance by all parties
• Dealing with the standards harmonization problem across
these interactions
Thus, a comprehensive stakeholder analysis is essential.
When there are many applicable standards requiring harmonization, we suggest an alternative approach to strict standards
compliance: standards blending. This is an approach that combines the most desirable features of one standard with those of
other related standards [12].

conclusIon
Pilot and small-scale applications in IoT-enabled roads and highways are already deployed, but more comprehensive benefits
are possible. But before these benefits of IoT-enabled smart
roads and highways can be fully enjoyed, significant challenges need to be addressed, particularly with respect to sensor
technology, security and privacy, and ad hoc interactions of
systems that may overlap with a smart highway. In this article
we address some of these benefits and one of the challenges —
that of identifying the unwanted interactions — and suggesting
the first steps in dealing with this challenge: standards identification and blending. This problem is particularly important to
manage the safety and privacy of drivers and passengers and
assets along “smart” highways. These challenges should not be
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discouraging; rather, they should motivate engineers and scientists to develop new solutions because the benefits of smarter
roads and highways are so great.
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AROUND THE WORLD OF IOT
In this column we plan to take a tour around different physical locations in the world with the objective of highlighting the peculiarities
of the trendiest IoT-related applications in selected regions. Thus, the “IoT World” will certainly be physical, but traveling around it shall
also expose to the readers how different application domains have been addressed, with particular attention to business sustainability.

FOSTERING IOT SOLUTIONS
FOR SUSTAINABLE
DEVELOPMENT IN AFRICA
by Raffaele Giaffreda and Abdur Rahim
Fondazione Bruno Kessler

The first leg of our journey takes us to the African continent, in particular to the Sub-Saharan countries. In this developing part of the world there are many initiatives led by many
non-governmental organizations (NGOs), as well as public and
private organizations with humanitarian objectives. They all
have in common an interest and commitment toward accelerating the speed at which African countries can develop due to
innovation and new technologies that improve peoples’ lives
while sustaining the economy.
The EU took part in this via the Joint Africa-EU Strategy;
agreed upon as far back as December 2007, it is an overarching long-term framework for Africa-EU relations. The Strategy
was adopted with a number of actions, one of which resulted
more recently in funding opportunities for joint projects within
the H2020 Horizon framework program.
In this article we place our magnifying glass over two related projects: WAZIUP and WAZIHUB. WAZIUP, which started
in 2016 and finished recently, laid the foundations for the
implementation of an Internet of Things (IoT)-based open platform, mostly based on existing assets, which were the result
of previously funded EU collaborations and were immersed
in the African context. WAZIHUB started in 2018 and aims
to exploit these assets through integration with home-grown
innovation-related activities.
This column is organized in two sections: first, highlighting
the lessons learned with specific reference to technology deployment, and second, illustrating the paths taken to foster homegrown innovation in the context of the presented EU-Africa
projects.
“Project execution exposed us to many deployment challenges” explains Abdur Rahim, the project coordinator of both
initiatives as the first phase nears its conclusion. “Through
WAZIUP we implemented a low-cost infrastructure for deploying IoT in developing countries. Considering 70 percent of
the world’s population live in developing countries, working
to address real daily life problems in these contexts is quite
stimulating. Rather than keeping it in the labs of participating
partners, we deployed it in real application domains, common
across many African countries’ rural areas, such as livestock
farming, precision agriculture, logistics and storage as well as
fresh water management.”
The WAZIUP project proposes a do-it-yourself (DIY)
approach to problem solving, providing a list of hardware and
IoT components to be used as well as tutorials to empower the
locals to easily and quickly create solutions to the problems
they face in their daily activities. Due to its low cost and wide
coverage, IoT allows unique opportunities for social inclusion
and innovation.
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Figure 1. Containerized platform for standalone deployments.

“For WAZIUP, we shared through Github the integration software package as well as a collection of supporting material, such
as different types of tutorials, videos. We provided step-by-step
guidelines on how one can assemble full IoT solutions with locally available hardware. To date these online tools have reached
100K people both within and outside Africa,” adds Abdur Rahim.
On the hardware front, Arduinos (for connecting sensors to a
widely available microprocessor) and Raspberry Pis (for implementing
cheap IoT gateways) have been proposed together with LoRa (longrange, low-cost, and energy-efficient communication technology).
“Besides the need for cost-effective solutions (people’s average daily
earnings is about 2 Euros, which demands for low-cost and affordable
technology), another major hurdle against adoption is the internet infrastructure: WAZIUP’s main focus is on rural applications and many of
the targeted regions don’t have internet connectivity. Thanks to LoRa,
we could access the sensors deployed in the fields within a 10Km radius from the gateway. In order to push the data back to the WAZIUP
cloud we used a 3G router where this was an option but we also had
to engineer alternative solutions using GSM connection, SMS or USSD.
“In some cases, pushing data back to the cloud is not an
option at all: use of SMS or USSD can quickly become expensive.
In some cases, there was no reliable cellular connectivity at all.
To extend the reach of LoRa (originally designed for star topologies) we also developed some LoRa relay points and added local
processing and edge computing capability.”
Many of the IoT applications in rural areas, such as irrigation, fish
farming, and cattle monitoring, do not need to push data in real time
back to the cloud. If well engineered, sensing and actuation can be
implemented in a loop that does not require Internet connectivity.
Hence, the only way to create reliable solutions is to bring
the edge computing concept to the gateway level, breaking
long established models, widely adopted in developed countries simply because Internet connectivity is a given. The contextual background of developing countries imposes different
design choices, requiring alternative thinking and much higher
adaptation degrees than what one would consider otherwise.
“Another peculiar feature of WAZIUP solutions was to use
single channel LoRa communication,” recalls Abdur Rahim.
“There are few reasons for considering the single channel compared to more robust and secure multi-channel LoRaWAN.”
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LoRa is a simple point-to-point link layer protocol, whereas
LoRaWAN adds the network layer to the former, and includes
added features like security (end-device data are encrypted and
tunneled to a network server), multi-channel (handling up to eight
simultaneous messages), disambiguation of packets (when same
packet is “heard by” multiple gateways), and other features giving
designers more flexibility in design, planning, and deployment.
“First of all single channel gateways are 50 times cheaper than
a LoRaWAN gateway. In addition, most of the applications do
not need high duty cycle (one measurement every 20 mins is sufficient). Hence, with single channel we can connect 256 devices
which is much more than those applications require. In addition,
LoRa is much simpler to deploy than LoRaWAN as it doesn’t need
backend connectivity to the Network Server, though is less secure.
For the LoRa relays, we had to get around this problem by adding
encryption in our LoRa communication protocol.
“Such approaches enabled us to successfully deploy application
use-cases in many different countries and in different domains.
Precision irrigation systems are piloted in 9 fields in four African
countries (Senegal, Ghana, Togo and Burkina-Faso). Fish farming
applications, which measure pond water quality real-time (i.e. oxygen level, PH and water temperature) are also piloted in 9 fish
ponds in four different countries. Livestock management solutions
are used for monitoring real-time position and health of the cattle
as well as to prevent cattle rustling. These solutions are deployed by
three firms in two countries whereas the deployment of cost-effective mini-weather stations has been adopted in four countries.
“One would think Africa is not yet ready for IoT. However,
with technologies moving very fast, especially in the low-cost and
wide-coverage part of the spectrum, things have changed rapidly in
the last 4 years. Initially, one could see the activities were limited to
gathering awareness, attending workshops and events. Today, many
African industries and entrepreneurs are now concretely working
with IoT solutions, as the pilot experience in these projects shows.”
But to ensure success, one has to be aware of the perks and
hurdles of the African environment. So far, we have illustrated
with a few examples how the peculiar background typical of
rural areas in developing countries can influence the design of
IoT solutions, requiring a different mindset and an altogether
different approach to problem solving. Technology, however, is
only part of the solution.
In order to ensure that solutions can sustain a growing economy, one has to take advantage of so-called “home-grown
alternatives.” In fact, there is a trend aiming to redesign the
existing expensive solutions available in developed countries
and remake them in a highly cost-effective manner for the African market, using local resources, low-cost hardware derived
from electronics waste, and so on.
Leveraging on WAZIUP technology inheritance, WAZIHUB
took on this challenge. This project in fact is meant to foster the
creation of startups, to develop IoT regional ecosystems, and to
target capacity building for IoT-based solutions in local communities involving local actors.
WAZIHUB plans to empower African IoT innovation “Made
in Africa” and “by Africa,” engaging the local innovation hubs,
makers’ hubs, and accelerators across 20 countries in Africa.
The hubs will operate in local settings but at the same time will
be connected with the WAZIHUB Africa-wide ecosystem. These
innovation hubs will create new business with the local communities for local needs, sharing best practices and inspiring entrepreneurs with appealing and locally validated business models.
Abdur Rahim reports that “to foster IoT adoption in Africa we
need to engage more and more young people as well as policy mak-
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Figure 2. WAZIUP pilot deployments in different application

domains.

ers. It is also for these reasons that within the WAZIHUB project we
plan to engage much more with so called “techhubs” which drive the
innovation movement in Africa. There are different types of techhubs
in Africa with mixed business models as well as activities. These innovation spaces gather most of the innovation and technology tools for
local young people to tinker with. The main vision of the program
is to offer innovation opportunities to potential entrepreneurs and
create an IoT ecosystem sustained by one platform. For this model to
work, we plan to offer both easy access to cutting-edge IoT technology, and supporting tools to create businesses and innovative solutions.
“In particular we plan to partner with the techhubs and offer
them WAZIUP IoT technology catalysts and capacity building training. Once the hub participants become knowledgeable on the
technology, they can themselves organize bootcamps and startup events for local developers and entrepreneurs, giving them the
opportunity to do hands-on training and rapid prototyping of IoT
applications using WAZIUP technology components. It is planned
that the best ideas will be selected and incubated for a minimum of
6 months. It is expected that this model will also foster collaboration
amongst different hubs with the aim of sharing the IoT best practices. We strongly believe that following this innovation path will help
techhubs create successful spin-offs and contribute to the sustainability of the whole initiative also from a business point of view.”
More information and details on the described projects can be
found through the websites of the mentioned projects, via social media
channels, as well as getting in touch with the authors of this column.
Raffaele Giaffreda (rgiaffreda@fbk.eu) is a chief IoT scientist at
FBK CREATE-NET, Italy. He has worked in the telecom R&D
environment since the beginning of his career, focusing in the
last decade on IoT and related technology transfer activities.
In his role, he is now responsible for setting research and innovation directions, acquisition of funding, and the execution of
a number of collaborative projects in the IoT domain. He has
worked in Italy and the United Kingdom (10 years), acquiring
experience in both corporate telco environments (R&D of BT and Telecom Italia)
as well as in a small research organization (CREATE-NET before its merger with
FBK), where the ability to acquire funding was key to ensuring continuity of operations. He is a recognized expert with a substantial record of IEEE publications and
conference presentations, a patent, and various book chapters and tutorials on
IoT. He is an experienced speaker and chair of IoT related events, serves as an EU
reviewer, has served on the TPCs of a number of international conferences, and
he is the Editor-in-Chief of the IEEE IoT Newsletter.
Abdur Rahim (arahim@fbk.eu) is a senior research staff member in the Open IoT group at FBK CREATE-NET, Italy. He is
project co-ordinator of the WAZIHUB and WAZIUP projects,
EU H2020 projects creating an open source IoT and big data
platform for Africa. He was also the technical manager of
iKaaS (create-net.fbk.eu), an IoT, big data, and cloud project
funded by EU and Japan. He was also the project manager of
EU project iCore (www.iot-icore.eu) empowering the Internet
of Things with cognitive technologies. He serves as Technical Working Group
leader of several EU projects and European cluster activities. He is very active in
IoT since 2006 starting with sensor networks. He delivers talks at many conference,
events, meetings, and so on. He has organized many technical/panel sessions and
workshops at different international events like ICC, CROWNCOM, ICT Mobile
Summit, and EU RAS. He has been involved in many activities related to cognitive
technologies, Steering Committee Co-Chair (CROWNCOM), Management Board
member of COST-TERRA, and Co-Chair of SIB European Alliance for Innovation.
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Guidelines for Authors

hanks to the authors, editors, reviewers, and publications
staff that made this issue of IEEE Internet of Things Magazine
(IoTM) possible.
IoT is a large and growing field with a multitude of applications and makes use of a variety of technologies. IoTM will
cover the field by alternating issues that focus on the “verticals”
— that is, the application domains — and the “horizontals” — the
enabling technologies. The IoTM Editorial Calendar for the next
24 months is shown here. Individuals and organizations involved
in the topic areas listed are invited to submit articles. The Calls for
Articles for “Sensors and Actuators for IoT” and “IoT and Agriculture” can be found at https://www.comsoc.org/publications/
magazines/ieee-internet-things-magazine/cfp.
Articles not specifically addressing the topic areas will also
be accepted. The IoTM General Call for Articles can be found
at https://www.comsoc.org/publications/magazines/ieee-internet-things-magazine/cfp/general-call-articles and is reproduced below.
The Internet of Things Magazine (IoTM) publishes high-quality articles on IoT technology and end-to-end IoT solutions. IoTM
articles are written by and for practitioners and researchers
interested in practice and applications, and selected to represent the depth and breadth of the state of the art. The technical
focus of IoTM is the multi-disciplinary, systems nature of IoT
solutions. IoTM is a forum for practitioners to share experiences,
develop best practices, and establish guiding principles for technical, operational and business success.
The magazine is currently soliciting articles for publication.
Articles should examine one or more actual deployments of an
IoT solution and discuss:
• A high-level operational description of the IoT solution,
addressing: the problem space; a summary of systems
operation; and how the overall problems were solved.
• A high-level technical description of the IoT system: What
technical challenges were encountered? What solutions
were developed? What were the technical risks encountered in development? How were they overcome?
• A summary of the business case: What kind of benefits
did the stakeholders receive from the solution? Were they
greater than or less than expected? Were any policy or
regulatory issues encountered?
• Lessons learned from deployment and operation: What
were the key lessons learned? Can this experience contribute to defining best practices? What were the risks and
rewards?
Articles should be general and present real-world experiences,
with the intended audience being all members of the IoT community, independent of technical or business specialty. Articles
are expected to add to the knowledge base or best practices
of the IoT community; sales/marketing materials are not appropriate. Authors are asked to strive to make their papers understandable by the general IoT practitioner. Mathematical material
should be avoided; instead, references to papers containing the
relevant mathematics should be provided. Authors are encour-

Editor’s Note: Text appearing in bold indicates a live link in the online version.
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Topic

Submission Due Date

IoT and Smart Cities

Publication Date
June 2019

Sensors and Actuators for IoT

May 2019

Sept. 2019

IoT and Agriculture

May 2019

Dec. 2019

Communications for IoT —
Connectivity and Networking

Aug. 2019

Mar. 2020

IoT and the Environment

Nov. 2019

June 2020

AI for IoT

Feb. 2020

Sept. 2020

IoT and Privacy

May 2020

Dec. 2020

Standards for IoT

Aug. 2020

Mar. 2021

aged to use color figures and submit multimedia material along
with their articles for review. Authors should target 4,500 words
or less (from introduction through conclusions, excluding figures,
tables, and captions), or six (6) pages. Figures and tables should
be limited to a combined total of six. The number of archival references is recommended not to exceed fifteen (15).
IoTM also publishes regular columns on topics of interest to
IoT practitioners. Topical columns update readers on issues and
events in the world of IoT. Regular columns are published in the
following areas:
• Around the World of IoT — Recent events or technology
developments in IoT.
• Bridging the Physical, the Digital, and the Social — Socially-aware advancements in IoT.
• Policy and Regulatory Affairs — Discussions and reports on
policy issues facing the world of IoT.
• IoT Standards — Discussions and reports on efforts in standardization of IoT technology and systems.
• Privacy and Security — Discussions and reports on interaction of IoT with privacy and security concerns.
• Book Reviews
Columns should be of general interest to all members of
the IoT community. Columns should inform the reader about
issues and events that may affect the business and practice of
IoT; sales/marketing materials are not appropriate. Authors
are asked to strive to make their articles understandable by
the general IoT practitioner. Authors should target 1500 words
or less (from introduction through conclusions, excluding figures, tables, and captions), or two (2) pages. Figures and tables
should be limited to a combined total of two. The number of
archival references is recommended not to exceed five (5).
Authors should submit articles and columns to https://
mc.manuscriptcentral.com/iotmag.
IoTM does not have a specific template and does not require
manuscripts to be submitted in any specific layout. However, authors can use the template for IEEE Transactions to get a
rough estimate of the page count.
https://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/authors/author_templates.html.
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Call for Articles
IEEE Internet of Things Magazine

IoT and Agriculture
Background
The world of Agriculture is undergoing a profound transformation, which many believe will be as impactful as previous Agricultural
revolutions. In fact, the ability to more precisely monitor crops and control irrigation, fertilisation, and treatments at a much finer
granularity than before, is enabling the use of land previously not considered for agricultural purposes, optimising the use of resources
and maximising the health of plants and the yield of crops. Furthermore, the availability of cheap IoT sensing devices, the possibility of
collecting data over wide coverage, and low energy LPWANs is enabling more detailed monitoring and data gathering from the fields,
producing unprecedented amounts of data that will enable data scientists and agronomists to better assess cause-effect relationships
in dealing with quality, yield, diseases of plants, fruits and vegetables, changes in phenology.
Challenges to face are of course all those related to increasing demand from a growing population worldwide, effects of climate
change, and the need for faster reaction times to combat spreading of pests and diseases which are spreading everywhere due to
globalisation trends.
Opportunities, on the other hand, relate to the use of IoT technologies and to the above-mentioned unprecedented possibility of
collecting high-granularity, high-quality data, further enhancing the assessment of data collected through drones, remote sensing
techniques or via satellite imaging. Furthermore, using solutions for traceability purposes in agriculture contributes to realising more
reactive systems (where sources of infections, bad lots, or rogue suppliers can be more easily tracked) or indeed lead to the establishment of direct trust relationships non-mediated by certification authorities between producers and consumers.
The purpose of this Special Issue (SI) is to provide the researchers and practitioners working in the AgriTech domain from both a technology but also an agronomic point of view, a means to share experiences and disseminate successful applications of IoT technologies
in agriculture and identifying recent trends and opportunities poised to revolutionise the agricultural sector.
Submissions should provide where possible guiding principles for technical, operational and business success. More specifically, in
accordance to the IoT Magazine generic requirements, illustrate i. a high-level operational description of the IoT solution, ii. a high-level
technical description of the IoT system, iii. a summary of the business case and iv. lessons learned from deployment and operation.
Topics of interest include, but are not limited to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Precision agriculture (irrigation, treatments, fertilisation, frost management)
Management of different crops (horticulture, orchards, viticulture, cereals)
Applications of IoT in agriculture
Traceability in agricultural practices
Use of Big Data for agricultural applications
Smart irrigation systems for improved yields and / or quality
Environmental impact of agricultural practices
Management of pesticides and various treatments
Indoor and vertical farming
Crop protection and risk management in agriculture
Soil science and smart water management
Sustainable agriculture
Successful business cases in AgriTech
Use of robotics and IoT for farming automation
IoT applications for farmers
Use of IoT in forestry management

Submissions
Manuscripts should conform to the standard format as indicated in the Information for Authors section of the Article Submission Guidelines. All manuscripts to be considered for publication must be submitted by the deadline through Manuscript Central
(https://mc.manuscriptcentral.com/iotmag). Select ‘December 2019/IoT and Agriculture’ from the drop-down menu of Topic titles.

Important Dates

Manuscript Submission Deadline: 31 May 2019
Initial Decision: 31 July 2019
Revised Manuscript Due: 31 August 2019
Decision Notification: 30 September 2019
Final Manuscript Due: 31 October 2019
Publication Date: December 2019

Guest Editor
Raffaele Giaffreda
Fondazione Bruno Kessler, Italy
rgiaffreda@fbk.eu

Call for Papers
IEEE Communications Magazine

The Evolution of Telecom Business, Economy and Policies
Background
Since telecommunication monopolies came to their end 20-30 years ago, the telecom industry has been going through rapid
changes. The very definition of telecom, which was confined to carrying voice and limited data services until three decades ago,
has indeed changed. Today, telecommunication is the fundamental pillar of the digital transformation that is affecting all aspects of
our contemporary life. The telecom industry has had a profound impact on virtually all other industries today, and has changed our
global society in unprecedented ways. Furthermore, it is merging with other industries, such as cable, computing, IT, entertainment,
and others; and telecom firms are expanding across geographical boundaries. Telecom products and services have evolved, and
the telecom market keeps expanding as technology continuously enables new services to be offered and new providers to enter
the network-based markets.
More than one thousand telecom operators worldwide connect billions of people across the globe. These operators, along with
their component/system vendors, and their customers are looking at a future where new business models, economic systems,
and policies are necessary. Traditionally, the focus of papers published in the IEEE Communications Magazine has been mostly
on the technical aspects of this telecom evolution even though there is interplay between technologies and designs on one hand
and societal, economic, and regulatory factors on the other. Telecom specialists tend to relegate these latter factors to others. As
their industry is riding the wave of change in the 21st century, however, engineers and technologies need to get more involved
in non-technical aspects of their industry. The purpose of this Feature Topic (FT) is to expand their horizon in this regard. This FT
solicits articles that explore the myriads of issues concerning future telecommunication business models, corporate strategies, innovations in financing and economics, and policy and regulatory matters, including spectrum management and spectrum awards.
Potential topics include, but are not limited to:
• Telecom industry evolution and future
• Telecom finances: return on capital expenses, debt, and funding
• Economic theories for emerging technologies
• Techno-economics and new business models
• Telecom Corporate Strategies: Mergers and Acquisitions (M&A)
• Impact of spectrum and standardization on future telecom
• Evolving spectrum management and award mechanisms
• Telecommunications policy: evolving regulatory frameworks
• Competition (intra-industry and with new entrants)
• Incumbents vs. challengers
• Convergence (fixed and mobile vs. mobile-only or fixed-only)
• Telecom services and products: operator, vendor, and customer perspectives
• Broadband, VoIP -VoNR, FTTH VoIP
• Devices
• Business-to-Customer: Video, Mobile money
• Business-to-Business: security, cloud, videoconference and telework
• Deployment of new technologies (5G NR, FTTx, etc.)
• Impact of disruptive new technologies on the industry
• New markets for telecommunications operators
• Research and development in future telecom
• Managing innovations in telecom products and services
• Telecommunications and entrepreneurship

Submissions
Manuscripts should conform to the standard format as indicated in the Information for Authors section of the Manuscript Submission Guidelines. Please, check these guidelines carefully since they have been updated recently. All manuscripts to be considered
for publication must be submitted by the deadline through Manuscript Central. Select the “December 2019/The Evolution of
Telecom Business, Economy and Policies” topic from the drop-down menu of Topic/Series titles. Please observe the dates specified
here below noting that there will be no extension of submission deadline.

Important Dates

Manuscript Submission Deadline: 1 June 2019
Decision Notification: 1 September 2019
Final Manuscript Due: 1 October 2019
Publication Date: December 2019

Guest Editors
Ahmed Alsohaily
asohaily@citc.gov.sa

Dean Brenner
dbrenner@qualcomm.com

Ivo Maljevic
ivo.maljevic@telus.com

Wen Tong
tongwen@huawei.com

Call for Papers
IEEE Network

Cyber Security Based on Artificial Intelligence for Cyber-Physical Systems
Background
The Cyber-Physical Systems (CPSs) have become very complex, more sophisticated, intelligent and autonomous. We cite as example of CPS smart grid in energy sector, smart factory and industry 4.0, intelligent transportation systems, healthcare and medical
systems, and robotic systems. The CPSs offer very complex interaction between heterogeneous cyber and physical components;
additionally to this complexity they are exposed to important disturbances due to unintentional and intentional events which lead
the prediction of their behaviors (categorized as “Normal” or “Faulty”) a very difficult task. Meanwhile, cyber security for CPS is
attracting the attention of research scientists in both industry and academia since the number of cyber-attacks have increased and
their behaviors have become more sophisticated commonly known as zero-day threats.
Conventional cyber security mechanisms, such Intrusion Detection and Prevention Systems (IDS/IPS), and access control have not
the capability to detect, prevent and block this category of cyber-attacks since the zero-day threats exhibit an unknown misbehavior that are not defined in signatures’ database of the security systems. Recently, a new era of cyber security mechanisms based on
Artificial Intelligent (AI) are under development to protect the CPSs from these zero-day attacks. In the context of cyber security,
the machine learning technologies are used to manage a huge amount of heterogeneous data that come from different sources
of information with a goal of generating automatically different attacks patents and hence predict accurately the future attackers’
misbehavior. Meanwhile, game-theoretic approaches have been used in the context of cyber defense to solve the decision-making
issues (i.e., the suspect device is an attacker or not) and attacks prediction. In decision-making issue, the cyber security game is
used to study the interaction between the security agents (e.g., IDS and IPS) and their opponents (e.g. attackers) with a goal to
determine the optimal decision making of security agent to classify the suspected opponent as attacker or not.
Preventing the occurrence of zero-day attacks requires the collaboration between different AI systems including machine learning
and game theory, as well as security expert intervention. In fact, the involving of human intervention in the decision-making leads
an improvement of attacks detection since the purpose of human-machine interaction is to reduce the number of false positives.
Another example to illustrate the migration of security solutions to use more intelligent principles and technologies, the Identity
Management & Access control (IAM) which switch from a simple login/password checking to voice and facial recognition.
This Special Issue (SI) aims to bring together researchers from academic and industrial to share their visions of the AI application
in cyber security context, present challenges and recent works and advances related to AI-based cyber security applied to CPSs.
Potential topics include, but not limited to the following:
• Design and verification of AI-based security solutions
• Impact of AI-based security solutions on CPS performances
• Safety of AI-based security solutions
• IDS/IPS based on machine learning
• IDS/IPS based on deep and reinforcement learning
• Cyber security game to protect the CPS
• Authentication and Access Control
• AI modeling for attack behavior
• Attacks prediction based on machine learning and game theory
• Human-machine interaction in the context of cyber security
• Application of AI-based security in internet of things and transportation segments
• AI-based Solution for Physical layer security

Submissions
Manuscripts should conform to the standard format as indicated in the Information for Authors section of the Paper Submission
Guidelines. All manuscripts to be considered for publication must be submitted by the deadline through Manuscript Central. Select the “May 2020: Cyber Security based on Artificial Intelligence for Cyber-Physical Systems” topic from the drop-down menu of
Topic/Series titles.

Important Dates

Manuscript Submission Deadline: 1 June 2019
Initial Decision: 1 August 2019
Revised Manuscript Due: 1 September 2019
Decision Notification: 1 November 2019
Final Manuscript Due: 1 December 2019
Publication Date: May 2020

Guest Editors
Hichem Sedjelmaci
hichem.sedjelmaci@gmail.com

Fateh Guenab
fateh.guenab@transport.alstom.com

Sidi Mohammed Senouci
Sidi-Mohammed.Senouci@u-bourgogne.fr

Hassnaa Moustafa
hassnaa.moustafa@intel.com

Jiajia Liu
liujiajia@xidian.edu.cn

Shuai Han
hanshuai@hit.edu.cn

Call for Papers
IEEE Network

Big Data Intelligent Networking
Background
A vast amount of big data is opening the era of the data-driven solutions which will shape communication networks. Current
networks are often designed based on the static end-to-end design principle, and their complexity has dramatically increased
over the past several decades, which hinders the efficient and intelligent provision of big data. Both networking for big data and
big data analytics in networking applications pose great challenges for industry and academic researchers.
Small devices are continuously generating data, which are processed, cached, analyzed, and finally stored on in-network storages (e.g., routers), edge servers, or Clouds. From them, users efficiently and securely discover and fetch big data for diverse
purposes. Intelligent networking technologies should be designed to effectively support such big data distribution, processing,
and sharing.
On the other hand, critical applications, such as industrial Internet of Things, connected vehicles, network monitoring/security/
management, require fast mechanisms for real-time analysis of a huge number of events, as well as off-line analysis of massive
historical data. These applications show strong demands to enable the networking decisions (e.g. routing, caching, security,
and slicing) to be intelligent and automatic. Furthermore, big data analytic techniques to extract features and analyze the vast
amount of data lead to a heavy burden on the networking, and therefore smart and scalable approaches must be conceived
to enable them to be practical.
The aim of this special issue is to answer some of the questions related to intelligent networking for big data and big data analytics for networking. The potential topics include, but are not limited to:
• Networking architecture for big data
• Machine learning, data mining and big data analytics in networking
• Information-centric networking for big data
• Software-defined network and network function virtualization for big data
• Edge, fog, and mobile edge computing for big data
• Security, trust, and privacy for big data networking
• 5G and future mobile networks for big data sharing
• Blockchain with big data networking
• Data-center network for big data processing
• Data analytics for networking big data
• Distributed monitoring architectures for networking big data
• Machine learning for network anomaly detection and security
• In-network computation for intelligent networking
• Big data analytics for network management
• Distributed artificial intelligence for networking
• Efficient networking for distributed artificial intelligence
• Big data analytics and visualization for network traffic
• Big data analytics for intelligent routing and caching
• Big data networking in healthcare, smart cities, industry and other applications

Submissions
Manuscripts should conform to the standard format as indicated in the Information for Authors section of the Paper Submission Guidelines. All manuscripts to be considered for publication must be submitted by the deadline through Manuscript
Central. Select the “July 2020: Big Data Intelligent Networking” topic from the drop-down menu of Topic/Series titles.

Important Dates

Manuscript Submissions Deadline: 1 July 2019
Initial Decision Notification: 1 November 2019
Final Decision Notification: 1 March 2020
Final Manuscript Deadline: 1 April 2020
Publication Date: July 2020

Guest Editors
Ruidong Li
lrd@nict.go.jp

Houbing Song
Houbing.Song@erau.edu

Jiannong Cao
csjcao@comp.polyu.edu.hk

Payam Barnaghi
p.barnaghi@surrey.ac.uk

Jie Li
lijie@cs.sjtu.edu.cn

Constandinos X. Mavromoustakis
mavromoustakis.c@unic.ac.cy
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ideas, and applications in the area of sensors and sensing technology.
ieee-sensorsconference.org

IEEE INERTIAL 2019
Naples, FL, USA | 1-5 April 2019

IEEE INERTIAL continues its annual tradition of informal single-track international meetings
discussing the latest developments in the area of modern inertial sensors and emerging
applications.
ieee-inertial.org
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IEEE SENSORS LETTERS

Peer-reviewed. Bi-weekly.
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technology.
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Online, rapid publication journal
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Standard for Establishing Quality of Data Sensor Parameters in the Internet of Things Environment
(P2510)

•
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Wearables and Medical IoT Interoperability & Intelligence Workshop Series (WAMIII)
IEEE SA Industry Connections (IC) Program: Connectivity Harmonization of the Digital Citizen
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